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Using Mixed Reality for Asymmetric Remote Collaboration in a Room-scale
Workspace
by Lei GAO
The primary goal of this thesis is to use Mixed Reality (MR) technology to enhance
remote collaboration in a room-scale workspace. One of the fundamental requirements
for remote collaborative system design is to help the remote expert to correctly un-
derstand the local worker’s surrounding environment and support efficient remote
communication, especially while working in a room-scale environment. To address this
issue, I discuss the advantages and limitations of enabling a remote team to share a
3D view of the same workspace at the same time from different physical locations. I
develop several prototype designs, and evaluate these designs with users on common
collaborative tasks.
In this thesis, I present empirical results from five user studies on how Augmented
Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) combined with 3D capture hardware, co-presence
techniques, and efficient guidance cues can enhance the task performance and user
experience of room-scale remote collaboration. To compare different interface design
approaches, I developed a testbed that combines a low-resolution static 3D point cloud
capture of the environment surrounding the local worker with a high-resolution real-
time view of small focused details. User studies with the system found that the use of
a 3D virtual representation can effectively improve the remote expert’s spatial aware-
ness of the local work environment. I also found that a high-resolution local view is
always helpful for guiding, no matter if it is 2D or 3D, especially for complex oper-
ations. Furthermore, mutual awareness is an important factor in supporting natural
communication.
This dissertation contributes to a more comprehensive understanding of MR remote
collaboration systems’ interface design in various guiding scenarios. As a result, my
research explored some basic design principles of an MR remote collaboration system
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This Ph.D. thesis explores how Mixed Reality (MR) technology can enhance remote
collaboration in a room-scale workspace. Current worldwide fast data connections and
the Internet can enable a remote expert to see a local worker’s physical workspace in
real-time and help them effectively perform a task. In this case, remote collaboration
becomes more accessible and can almost be as effective as face-to-face communication.
A typical remote collaboration system connects a local workspace where a worker needs
help with an unfamiliar physical task to a remote expert who can provide guidance
via communication cues such as speech, pointing, or virtual annotations. For example,
remote Augmented Reality (AR) software [61] allowed a local worker to share a video of
their workspace with a remote expert who can place virtual annotations onto the video
and share it back so the local worker can see the annotations (Figure 1.1). In systems
like this, 2D video is often used to show the remote expert a view of the local worker’s
current workspace. However, without a truly three-dimensional view of the local scene,
the remote expert may not be able to correctly understand the spatial relationships
between objects in the local environment.
Rendering a 3D capture of the local workspace in immersive Virtual Reality (VR) pro-
vides a natural way to help remote experts gain a better spatial understanding of the
local working environment. However, it separates the experts from the real world
and restricts the guidance cues [8]. One alternative approach is through MR, which
seamlessly combines the "virtual space" and "reality" together in the same visual display
environment [83]. This enables users to see each other and the real world simultaneously
and facilitate effective communication and intuitive manipulation of the target objects.
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FIGURE 1.1: An example of remote collaboration system [61]
To provide accurate and efficient help, the remote expert needs to first learn the spatial
arrangement of the local environment, and then search for an object of interest and
direct the local worker to locate and operate it. During this process, there are several
key questions, including:
• How can a remote expert learn the spatial distribution of the items in the local
environment?
• Does the remote expert need an overview of the task space, or only the local
worker’s first-person view?
• How does the remote expert behave when he or she tries to understand the physical
layout of the local environment?
• What type of interface would users on both sides like to use while working on a
task?
• How should the remote expert communicate with the local worker?
• How should the remote expert guide the local worker to move to the target location
and operate the target, by pointing or speech?
The answers to these questions could be beneficial in a number of ways. First of all, they
suggest efficient ways to present the local view to the remote expert. Secondly, they help
integrate different types of interfaces to complete a set of tasks for different purposes.
Last but not least, they show possible solutions for improving communication cues
between the local and remote users. In particular, they provide the basis for enhanced
interface design for Mixed Reality (MR) remote collaboration systems. In this Ph.D.
research, I will analyze these issues based on the results from five different user studies.
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This research explores new approaches for MR based remote collaboration in a room-
scale workspace on top of a local scene capture and sharing system. The system allowed
users to perform the necessary collaborative tasks in the ways as if they were face-to-face,
or even the ways not possible while working face-to-face.
1.2 Example Scenarios
There are many possible examples of how a room-scale remote collaboration system
could be used. Figure 1.2 shows the sketch of a scenario where a person is getting some
advice on home furnishings from a remote expert. The local user (on the right) walks
through their house wearing an AR see-through head-mounted display (HMD) with
3D scene capture hardware mounted on it. The captured 3D scene is streamed to a
remote expert (on the left) who is wearing a VR display and can freely move through
the VR version of the local user’s home. The local user can see the expert as a virtual
person in their real world. The remote expert’s hands, head motion, and eye gaze are
tracked so that the users can exchange rich communication cues. Working together, the
remote expert can provide advice for the local user on how to redecorate their home. For
example, the remote expert can place objects in the virtual copy of the local user’s real
space and have these appear as AR objects in the local user’s real view, showing how
their room could look like when furniture is added. Similarly, the remote expert can
point with their virtual hands to objects in the real world, or draw virtual annotations to
explain their ideas.
FIGURE 1.2: MR remote collaboration for interior design
In another example, when a crime occurs, crime scene investigators need to inspect the
scene as quickly as possible. However, there is often an expert in a particular area (e.g.,
blood splatter analysis) that should be there but is in a remote office many hours away.
Previous research has shown how a wearable computer with a head-mounted display
and AR interface can be used to allow investigators at the crime scene to share the
view and get remote expert help [22] [23] [95] (Figure 1.3). In this case, the researchers
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used SLAM tracking to allow the remote expert to add AR cues indicating points of
interest in the investigators’ view of the crime scene. Our research will move beyond
this, and using our technology, a 3D environment of the crime scene could be captured
and shared, enabling the remote expert to feel like they are in the scene itself and can
collaborate more effectively.
FIGURE 1.3: Using AR for remote crime scene investigation [22] [23]
In both of these scenarios, in order for the remote expert to assist the local person,
there is a need for room-scale tracking and the ability to capture and share 2D imagery,
video, and 3D geometry. In addition, the use of shared hand gestures, virtual viewpoint
representation, and shared annotations will allow for a better understanding of the focus
of attention and the sharing of rich communication cues.
1.3 Problem Statement
In order to achieve effective remote collaboration, the local workspace needs to be shared
with a remote expert using audio, 2D video, or 3D scene cues. Compared with audio-
only communication, sharing visual communication cues enable remote collaborators to
ground their utterances more quickly and establish better shared understanding [95].
However, there are still a large number of challenging research questions that need to be
addressed while bringing the remote collaboration to a large-scale workspace.
The most common way to share the local view is using either a video camera with a
fixed position [95] [64] or a dynamic moving video camera [64] [46] [97]. However, these
approaches either limited the size of the local workspace as the camera’s field of view
(FOV), or could be too shaky for the remote expert to watch comfortably for a long
time [3]. For room-scale remote collaboration, the entire local physical geometric layout
is required to be shared with the remote expert to enable him/her to virtually walk
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through the room and experience the physical space from a range of perspectives. In
this case, independent viewpoint control and 3D scene sharing are required.
To present the spatial layout of the local workspace, the depth sensor has been used
to capture the local scene. In typical remote collaboration systems [112] [107] [1]
with 3D scene sharing enabled, the view from this kind of setup was displayed on 2D
monitors which still separated the experts from the 3D local representation. Recent
research [4] [72] showed the possibility of using HMDs to help the remote expert
immerse himself/herself in a 3D virtual copy of the local worker’s space. However,
compared to the 2D video, the resolution (usually 640 * 480 for the depth image used for
3D modelling) of the 3D models was pretty low at this moment, so these real-time 3D
reconstructions might not yet be suitable for detailed manipulation.
Besides viewing a 3D replica of the local scene, it is critical for the remote expert to
accurately perceive local worker’s reactions with a high level of awareness during a
collaborative task process [121]. Traditional remote collaboration setups focused on
small workspaces that could be captured in one view. Therefore, the worker’s actions
and local changes were straightforward for the expert to observe from the shared view.
In contrast, the worker could easily move out of the expert’s current view while the
shared scene is room-sized with free movement enabled. The expert would better control
the task process if he could quickly locate the partner’s location and the local changes.
On the other hand, the worker also required the approach to efficiently locate the remote
guiding cues in the large space to enhance collaborative performance.
Hand gesture [4] showed the potential of providing guiding cues most naturally, but
it has been limited by the capturing device. Sensors used for gesture detection only
support narrow FOV and short detection range, which work well for small workspace
with the operating area just in front of the user. However, room-scale workspace usually
contains more complicated task situations, such as the expert may need to indicate
several targets spread all over the workspace at one time. In this case, the hand gestures
restricted in a small focused area are not efficient anymore. There is a need to design
powerful guiding cues for room-scale remote collaboration.
Overall, the remote collaboration system design in room-scale workspace includes the
following key characteristics compared to traditional remote collaboration system:
• Capture and share the entire local physical geometric layout to enable the remote
expert freely move and experience the space from different perspectives;
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• Show detailed local view upon the 3D scene to overcome current hardware and
software limitations in 3D capturing;
• Enable the expert to catch the local worker’s actions and the local changes quickly
and efficiently;
• Enable the worker to catch the remote guiding cues efficiently;
• Support larger-scale capabilities for the guiding cues;
Previous research in the field of remote collaboration was limited in a small working
area supported by either the 2D video with less depth information [3] [64] [71] or a 3D
representation with low resolution for viewing [112] [107]. In this research, I presented
an MR remote collaboration system with a hybrid viewing interface for the remote expert.
It combined a low-resolution 3D scene of the environment surrounding the local worker
with a high-resolution real-time view of small focused details in a room-scale workspace.
The remote expert could see a virtual copy of the local workspace with independent
viewpoint control. Meanwhile, the expert could also check the local worker’s current
actions through a real-time feedback view. Furthermore, guiding cues and virtual view
frustums were also supported to improve the mutual awareness between collaborators.
1.4 Research Questions
In this Ph.D. thesis, I focused on studying remote collaboration in a room-scale workspace
by using MR. The overall research objective was to explore the following research ques-
tions based on usability evaluation and collaborative experience analysis through five
user studies with different interface designs:
Q1 : Can AR and VR combined with 3D capture hardware, co-presence techniques,
and efficient guidance cues enhance the task performance of room-scale remote
collaboration?
Q2 : Can AR and VR combined with 3D capture hardware, co-presence techniques,
and efficient guidance cues enhance the user experience (e.g., usability, social
presence, and motion sickness) of room-scale remote collaboration?
Q3 : Would the combination of different remote collaboration media (3D, 2D, and 360°
panorama) complement each other for room-scale collaboration?
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Q4 : Would the users’ behaviors provide some hints on exploring the guidelines for
room-scale remote collaboration system design?
Based on the above research objective and questions, I hypothesized that MR based
remote collaboration systems could support better task performance and user experience
for room-scale collaborative tasks than traditional video or simple 3D sharing technolo-
gies. I also asserted that different remote collaboration media could complement each
other if we efficiently combine them. I measured this based on usability evaluation
and user experience analysis with different user interface designs. Furthermore, users
may behave differently during each task step, which may reveal some guidelines for
room-scale remote collaboration system design.
In this thesis, I tested my hypothesis based on following steps. I first enhanced the
local scene capturing from 2D to 3D with independent viewpoint control, then enlarged
the workspace to room-sized for evaluation. In the next step, I introduced different
combinations of techniques to support remote collaboration in a large space. I finally
analyzed the users’ behaviors during the remote collaborative process to summarize
basic interface design principles.
1.5 Research Contributions
This is one of the first Ph.D. theses that explores the use of MR interfaces and rich
environmental cues for room-scale remote collaboration on physical tasks. The research
focused on system development, user experience prototyping, and evaluation studies,
not on creating low-level technology such as point cloud stitching, position tracking,
or gesture capture. Many of these elements were already available from commercial
or research sources, so I explored how to combine them in new and exciting ways to
support remote collaboration.
To support large-scale remote collaboration, I developed a prototype system that recon-
structed the local physical environment and shared it as a 3D VR static scene with a
remote expert. Based on the HMD position tracking, the expert could freely navigate
himself/herself through this 3D virtual copy to better understand the spatial relationship
between objects in the large local workspace. In this case, the remote experts might feel
they were sharing the same workspace as the local workers.
Our remote collaboration system captured and reconstructed the local scene as a static
3D scene. Once created, there was no real-time update of the 3D scene from the local
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worker’s side. However, I developed different interface ideas to provide real-time
feedback to show the local worker’s actions. I also conducted five user studies to
evaluate these different interface designs.
In the first user study (Chapter 3), I reported on a prototype system for remote collabora-
tion using VR headsets with an external depth camera attached. This system wirelessly
shared not only the full 3D captured environment data but also real-time orientation
info of the worker’s viewpoint. It could enhance the remote expert’s understanding
of the local spatial layout. However, it also increased the remote expert physical stress
during the task process.
In the second user study (Chapter 5), I extended the MR system to support the capture
of the entire local physical work environment. By integrating the keyframes captured
with the external depth sensor into one single 3D point cloud data set, the system could
reconstruct the entire local physical workspace into the VR world. In this case, the
remote expert could observe the local scene independently from the local worker’s
current head and camera position, and provide gesture guiding information even before
the local worker was looking at the target object.
In the third user study (Chapter 6), I presented an MR system with a combination of
different view media to support remote collaboration. By combining a low-resolution
3D point cloud of the environment surrounding the local worker with a high-resolution
real-time view of small focused details, the remote expert could see a virtual copy of the
local workspace with independent viewpoint control. Meanwhile, the expert could also
check the current actions of the local worker through a real-time feedback view.
In the last two research studies (Chapter 7), I investigated how users behaved during the
remote collaborative process while using an MR interface, especially for remote experts.
I found that the remote expert preferred to learn the local physical layout and search for
the targets with a global perspective from the 3D static view. The results also showed
that the expert chose to use the 360° live view with independent view control rather than
the 2D first-person view with high-resolution imagery to control the task procedures
and check the local worker’s actions.
Overall, my research had the following novel aspects and contributions:
• A novel remote collaboration system that combined AR, VR and 3D space capture
(Chapter 4);
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• A 6 degree of freedom (DOF) representation of both the remote expert and local
worker in the shared 3D virtual space to enhance spatial awareness and mutual
awareness (Chapter 4);
• High-resolution real-time local feedback together with a low-resolution 3D recon-
struction of the room-size workspace to help the remote expert to learn the local
situation and control task process (Chapter 6, 7);
• A group of visual cues that enabled users to effectively communicate with each
other under complicated task conditions in the room-scale workspace (Chap-
ter 5, 6, 7);
• Five corresponding user studies to evaluate interface design principles for remote
collaboration systems while working in a room-scale workspace (Chapter 3, 5, 6, 7);
In summary, the results presented in this thesis revealed how MR could be effectively
utilized in a room-scale remote collaboration system design. Furthermore, the user study
design and evaluation processes presented in this thesis explore possible methods for
designing and evaluating MR based interfaces for remote collaboration in the room-scale
workspace.
1.6 Thesis overview and Outcomes
In the next Chapter (Chapter 2), I provide a brief literature review that covers 2D/3D
interface and communication cue design for remote collaboration systems, 2D/3D envi-
ronment capture techniques for MR based systems, and mutual awareness evaluation in
the field of multi-user based VR system designs.
In Chapter 3, I present an MR remote collaboration system that enables 3D scene capture
of the local workspace with real-time updates to show local changes. Based on this
research, I try to bring the remote collaboration from 2D video streaming to 3D view
sharing.
In Chapter 4, I introduce the implementation of our static scene capture and sharing
system. Using this system setup, I can share the room-scale local workspace as a dense
point cloud with a remote expert. In Chapter 5 to Chapter 7, I report on four user studies
conducted to evaluate the interface design and analyze user behavior while using our
collaborative system.
The system I introduce in Chapter 4 used VR headsets connected to powerful PCs;
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therefore, it could only be tested in an indoor experiment environment but not in an
outdoor working scenario. In Chapter 8, I present a new remote collaborative system
setup based on mobile devices that could be used anywhere and anytime.
The list of publications below gives an overview of the scientific activities and the
collaborations which occurred during the work of this thesis. The following publications
provide the main contribution of this thesis. The author was the main contributor at
all stages of the work – forming the design ideas, designing and implementing the
interfaces, designing and conducting user evaluations, and analyzing and discussing
the results.
• Lei Gao, Huidong Bai, Gun Lee, and Mark Billinghurst. “An oriented point-cloud
view for MR remote collaboration”. In: SIGGRAPH ASIA 2016 Mobile Graphics and
Interactive Applications. ACM. 2016, 8:1–8:4
• Lei Gao, Huidong Bai, Robert W Lindeman, and Mark Billinghurst. “Static local
environment capturing and sharing for MR remote collaboration”. In: SIGGRAPH
Asia 2017 Mobile Graphics & Interactive Applications. ACM. 2017, p. 17
• Lei Gao, Huidong Bai, Thammathip Piumsomboon, Gun A Lee, Robert W Linde-
man, and Mark Billinghurst. “Real-time visual representations for mixed reality
remote collaboration”. In: Proceedings of the 27th International Conference on Artificial
Reality and Telexistence and 22nd Eurographics Symposium on Virtual Environments.
Eurographics Association. 2017, pp. 87–95
• Lei Gao, Huidong Bai, Mark Billinghurst, and Robert W Lindeman. “User Be-
haviour Analysis of Mixed Reality Remote Collaboration with a Hybrid View
Interface”. In: 32nd Australian Conference on Human-Computer Interaction. 2020,
pp. 629–638
• Lei Gao, Huidong Bai, Weiping He, Mark Billinghurst, and Robert W Lindeman.
“Real-time visual representations for mobile mixed reality remote collaboration”.
In: SIGGRAPH Asia 2018 Virtual & Augmented Reality. ACM. 2018, p. 15
In the following publications, the author was mostly involved in the interface design
and system implementation, making minimal contributions to the evaluations of the
studies and data analysis.
• Huidong Bai, Lei Gao, and Mark Billinghurst. “6DoF input for hololens using
vive controller”. In: SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 Mobile Graphics & Interactive Applications.
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ACM. 2017, p. 4
• Yuanjie Wu, Lei Gao, Simon Hoermann, and Robert W Lindeman. “Towards
Robust 3D Skeleton Tracking Using Data Fusion from Multiple Depth Sensors”. In:
2018 10th International Conference on Virtual Worlds and Games for Serious Applications
(VS-Games) (2018), pp. 1–4
• Prasanth Sasikumar, Lei Gao, Huidong Bai, and Mark Billinghurst. “Wearable
RemoteFusion: A Mixed Reality Remote Collaboration System with Local Eye
Gaze and Remote Hand Gesture Sharing”. In: 2019 IEEE International Symposium





In this section, I first focused on reviewing previous research in the field of remote
collaboration in terms of both interface design and communication cues. Then I also
provided a brief review of techniques for environment capture and ideas for presenting
mutual awareness in VR.
2.1 Remote Collaboration Interfaces
The basic idea of remote collaboration interface design is to create a system that shares the
current local situation with a remote person using audio, 2D video, or 3D representation
cues. There are many possible types of remote collaborative systems. In my research, I
mainly focused on asymmetric remote collaborative tasks requiring the local worker’s
physical actions under the guidance of a remote expert. For example, a local worker fixes
a complex machine following a remote engineer’s instructions over a video link. This
is an example of asymmetric collaboration because the two participants have different
roles, with the information flow mostly from the remote expert to the local worker.
2.1.1 2D Interface
With the development of widespread fast data connections and the availability of high-
end computing and communication devices, the potential for remote collaboration has
dramatically increased [37]. Providing a remote expert with visual information through
video of the local worker’s workspace where the task is being performed is one method
for remote collaboration [29] [3] [97].
Compared to face-to-face collaboration, video sharing systems restrict the sharing of
communication cues by their limited field of view of the cameras; however, they still have
more advantages than audio-only systems while completing collaborative tasks [29].
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For example, when the task involves manipulating objects that are difficult for the users
to verbally describe, a video of the shared workspace is more valuable than audio-only
communication.
There was a wide variety of different video sharing systems that have been developed in
the past to support remote collaboration. Figure 2.1 shows a typical remote collaboration
system [3] that used overhead fixed video cameras on each side to combine the view of
both workspaces together and displayed the result on monitors in front of the users. This
setup was a static video-sharing system, because the cameras did not move, and was
considered to be useful for monitoring the progress of tasks in a constrained workspace
that did not require complicated manipulation, or where the workers did not move
around a lot.
FIGURE 2.1: Technical setup of a typical remote collaboration system [3]
By using a cursor or pointing hand gestures, the system had the capacity to establish a
joint focus of attention for the users. Using this technical setup, Alem et al. [3] presented
a study exploring how using hand gestures or a cursor pointer affected collaboration.
Remote experts were asked to use gestures or a cursor to help workers finish physical
assembly tasks. Both conditions were similar in their assembly time and accuracy;
however, hand gestures were richer than using a cursor in terms of representations of
object rotation and orientation in the task. Furthermore, the participants felt that the
hand gestures produced higher quality collaboration compared to the cursor condition.
Kirk et al. [64] designed a more natural gesture-based remote collaboration system to
help a local worker understand guidance from a remote expert (Figure 2.2). A video
camera was used to capture the movement of the remote expert’s hands, and the gestures
made were then projected onto the surface of the local workspace. Projecting the remote
guidance directly on top of the local workspace provided a tangible interface for direct
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manipulation of physical objects. Physical touch and manipulation played an essential
role in interpersonal communication [12]; however, current GUI-based interface design
separated the computer input from communication in the real world, in which case
users could not directly interact with the physical targets. Therefore, tangible interface
design, as shown in projects such as illuminating light [118], metaDESK [116], and
mediaBlocks [117], could effectively increase the users’ spatial and kinesthetic senses in
understanding the environment. In this case, researchers found that projected gestures
could provide a significant advantage for remote collaboration tasks during the early
stages of an interaction. They also found that the task completion time and errors could
be decreased while using voice and gesture together.
FIGURE 2.2: Projecting hand gestures into the physical world [64]
Conventional remote collaboration systems on physical tasks typically shared 2D video
feed between local and remote users to help them understand their partner’s situa-
tion [3] [64] [62]. This type of system often used fixed-view cameras, which limited the
size of the viewing and work volumes for the remote user. Therefore, researchers had
started to explore alternative approaches such as using head-mounted cameras [30],
hand-held cameras [107] [6], or cutting between shots from multiple cameras [40] to
support dynamic views from different positions and poses. Based on this changeable
point of view, the remote expert could observe the local workspace from a series of
directions, which improved the understanding of the worker’s local situation [30].
Some studies showed that automatically following the local worker’s actions could
effectively reduce the remote expert’s cognitive load; therefore, the camera should follow
the local worker’s point of view (POV). For example, if a worker wore a head-mounted
camera to capture the view of the local workspace, the remote expert could share the
same first-person POV as the worker and guide him/her during the completion of the
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task [30] [61] (Figure 2.3, left). Another possible solution was to automatically track
an indicator, such as the worker’s hand, in the local work environment. In this case,
the remote expert could quickly pay attention to what the local worker was currently
working on [97] (Figure 2.3, right).
FIGURE 2.3: Head-mounted camera (left) [30] and using the camera to
automatically track the worker’s hand (right) [97]
A head-mounted camera could be used to share a local worker’s first-person view with
a remote expert, but it could still be difficult for the expert to see exactly where the
worker was looking at in the shared view. Since gaze could convey information between
users [67], researchers had started to use gaze tracking in remote collaboration tasks.
Gupta et al. [46] used an eye-tracker attached to the head-mounted display to locate the
exact point of gaze of the local worker (Figure 2.4, left). For the remote expert, a monitor
showed the local worker’s view with their eye gaze indicated on top of it (the red dot on
Figure 2.4, right).
FIGURE 2.4: Gaze tracking hardware prototype for a local worker (left).
The user interface for the remote expert (right) [46]
During their study, local workers were asked to construct LEGO models with and
without the gaze tracking, assisted by a remote expert using a cursor pointer (Figure 2.5).
The result showed that gaze tracking could be used to change the nature of remote
collaboration with head-mounted systems. For example, the remote expert could be
aware of the local worker’s implicit intentions even before he/she physically started
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interacting with the items in the workspace. This was because people always look at
objects before they manipulate them. Furthermore, they found that providing gaze
cues could significantly improve the remote collaboration performance even without
supporting pointing guidance from the remote expert. However, other researchers found
that interpretation of the user’s communicative intention could be complicated while
just using gaze tracking in remote collaboration [86]. Based on the research of Muller et
al. [87], the uncertainty of gaze transfer also resulted in longer solution time and more
verbal effort as users relied more strongly on speech communication. In this case, the
best way to use gaze tracking in remote collaboration could be to combine it with other
assistance cues, such as speech and hand gestures.
FIGURE 2.5: Local worker assembling LEGO (left); Remote expert guiding
the local worker (right) [46]
Higuch et al. also explored how the remote expert’s gaze could be used as a com-
munication cue during remote collaborative tasks [49]. They pointed out that gaze
movement could be used for predicting the intentions of the expert’s next interest or
instruction. However, they indicated that eye gaze could only be used for explicit in-
structions while combining it with speech. Other researchers also tried to support dual
eye-tracking [20] [15] [54] during collaborative tasks, which simultaneously recorded the
gaze of both the local worker and remote expert. The results of these research verified
that sharing gaze information could improve pair performance in the field of collabo-
rative conceptual learning and collaborative search [104]. However, gaze information
could be a noisy communicative signal; therefore, it was important to understand how
to represent gaze cues to best support remote collaboration [78].
Using a head-mounted camera to share the local view meant that the remote viewpoint
was controlled by the local worker, which had some problems. The view captured by
a head-mounted camera could be quite unstable for the remote expert; each time the
worker moved his/her head, it would change the remote POV, which might interrupt
the remote expert’s awareness of the local workspace. The expert’s view was limited
to the same area that the worker saw while using the head-mounted camera, which
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partial background knowledge, but
still needs help from a remote expert
also made it more difficult for the remote expert to understand the spatial relationship
of items in the local physical workspace. Studies showed that, in some cases, a static
wide-angle camera [30] or even 360° camera [58] [106] [73] could be used to enlarge the
area captured in the local scene. In this case, the remote expert could independently
control their perspective by viewing a specific part of the whole video frame or rotating
around the 360° camera view. Therefore, viewpoint control had become one of the
critical issues in the field of remote collaboration.
In order to investigate user performance and behavior related to the issue of who
controlled the point of view in a remote assistance scenario, Lanir et al. [71] presented
their research by using the 2x2 mixed user study design shown in Table 2.1. In their
study, a camera was mounted in parallel with a laser pico-projector on the local worker’s
side, and used to capture the view of the local workspace, which was then transmitted
to the remote expert’s interface (Figure 2.6). Annotations created by the expert could be
projected on the top of real objects in the local work environment by using the projector.
During the worker-control condition, the worker controlled the device by manually
moving it; on the other hand, during the helper-control condition, the expert remotely
controlled the device using a robotic arm (Figure 2.7).
The user study tasks were carried out on a work desk 60x150 cm in size. Participants
were asked to complete two different types of tasks: a LEGO construction task and a TV
wiring task. The results showed that the impact of control of POV on user performance
was significant but task dependent. They indicated that helper-control improved per-
formance over worker-control while dealing with tasks that required more changes in
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FIGURE 2.6: The expert’s interface for the study of POV control [71]
FIGURE 2.7: Device for worker-control (left); Device for helper-control
(right) [71]
the POV. In other words, helper-control was more beneficial in dynamic workspaces in
remote collaborative tasks. Their study also showed that, during the same task, there
were more changes in the POV in the helper-control condition than in the worker-control
conditions. The experts did not share the same holistic workspace view as the workers,
so in the helper-control condition, they always needed to move the POV around to
follow the worker’s actions in order to understand what the worker was doing.
Most of the current research in the field of remote collaboration tended to focus on im-
proving the collaboration system to reproduce the face-to-face experience [39]. Therefore,
how to increase the ability of remote collaboration systems to share experiences and
support task-space conferencing became one of the major focus areas for researchers.
To make users feel more connected to each other during remote collaborative tasks,
some researchers tended to provide richer local context to remote experts, while others
focused on using a virtual representation from the remote expert’s side to improve the
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feeling of being connected. Virtual representations, such as a pointer, annotations, or
hand gestures, could significantly increase remote communication experience with 2D
interfaces.
Drawing virtual annotations on live video from a head-worn or handheld camera
might be challenging, since remote experts could easily lose their referents when the
focus of view changed [47] [65] [70], such as the local user turning his/her head when
wearing a head-worn camera. Spatial virtual references on physical objects provided an
efficient cue for the local worker to understand the expert’s guidance. Previous research
either set a stationary camera [6] [31] [47] [18] or used extensive equipment [17] [90]
to support world-stabilized annotations; however, these approaches restricted the size
of the workspace or the movement of the local worker. One alternative was to use
a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) system for camera tracking [115].
SLAM systems could create a map of an unknown environment while simultaneously
keeping track of the camera’s location. In this case, the remote collaboration system could
operate in environments of arbitrary geometric complexity, and support world-stabilized
annotation and local virtual camera movements independently from the remote expert’s
viewpoint. This allowed the remote expert to place a virtual annotation on a real object,
and have that annotation stay fixed with the object when the local worker changed their
view (Figure 2.8).
FIGURE 2.8: World-stabilized annotation to guide the local worker [101]
Kim et al. [61] developed a system for registering the visual communication cues pro-
vided by a remote expert into the real-world coordinate system, which could enable the
local worker to see visual guidance cues in the 3D space. As shown in Figure 2.9, on
the local worker’s side, he/she could either use a head-mounted display or a handheld
tablet with a USB camera attached to capture the first-person viewpoint. SLAM tracking
was used to build a world coordinate system shared with the remote expert in an arbi-
trary physical scene without any prior knowledge. For the remote interface, the expert
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could use a mouse to point or draw annotations on the shared video, and these virtual
cues were sent back and displayed in the local worker’s world coordinate system. In this
case, the remote expert could guide the local worker on a physical puzzle assembly task.
FIGURE 2.9: Prototype system used by a remote expert (left) and a local
user using a HMD (top right) or a Hand Held Device (HHD) (bottom
right) [61]
Based on this system setup, they conducted a user study comparing three remote
guidance conditions with different combinations of communication cues: (1) voice only,
(2) voice + pointer, and (3) voice + annotation. The result showed that using a pointer
was preferred by users over voice only and voice + annotation. However, using an
annotation cue was also useful because it could remain visible in the scene.
Gauglitz et al. [38] [39] developed another system (Figure 2.10) based on SLAM tracking,
and demonstrated in a scenario of remote assistance for car-engine repair. SLAM
tracking was used to locate the position of the local worker’s viewpoint and build a
world-stabilized coordinate system in the 3D space. The system could project the local
worker’s current view onto the reconstructed engine model at the remote side and
integrate visual symbols into a 3D position of the local workspace as augmented virtual
clues. Both the local worker and remote expert’s viewpoints could be tracked in the
same shared world coordinate system; therefore, they could navigate their own view
independently from each other.
2.1.2 3D Interface
Traditional 2D video sharing had the advantage of supporting a real-time high-resolution
view for detailed manipulation, but could not easily represent the spatial layout of the
captured scene, or provide depth information to the remote user. To overcome this
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FIGURE 2.10: Car-engine repair remote collaboration interface: local
worker interface (left); remote helper interface (right) [38]
limitation, researchers had also experimented with capturing the local workspace as
a 3D geometry model [112] [107] [1]. This approach increased the remote expert’s
spatial awareness about the local environment, enabled independent viewpoint control,
and addressed the occlusion issue (where objects in the foreground block others in the
background).
Two possible ways had been used to present the captured 3D models. The first one was
to display the 3D model on a traditional 2D screen, such as a computer monitor or a
handheld device; the second was to use an HMD to show the view in a VR environment.
A VR view was considered more immersive and more natural for viewpoint control. A
study from Johnson et al. [55] showed that viewing on an HMD was advantageous for
giving frequent directing commands during dynamic tasks.
Previous research had shown that supporting viewpoint independence increased spatial
awareness in remote collaboration [71]. To explore this, Tecchia et al. [112] developed a
prototype using an over-head depth sensor and HMD together. As shown in Figure 2.11,
on the worker’s side, a fixed over-head depth sensor was used to capture the physical
work environment in 3D, and a monitor showed the view of the scene augmented
with guiding information. On the remote expert’s side, another depth sensor was used
to capture the hand gestures performed by a remote expert, and an HMD was used
to display the reconstructed 3D view based on the scene captured from the worker’s
workspace. Compared to sharing a 2D view from video cameras, the participants
found that this 3D system allowed them to point to places and locations in the remote
workspace that would not have been accessible before.
However, their approach had some distinct limitations. First of all, displaying remote
guidance cues on a monitor required the worker to look at the monitor to check the
feedback and take his/her eyes off the current task at hand, which disconnected the
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FIGURE 2.11: 3D helping hands system setup [112]
worker from what he/she was working on. Secondly, the top-view depth camera only
captured the 3D scene from its own point of view, so it was subject to the occlusions
caused by objects in the foreground. For example, if the expert moved his/her head too
far away from the depth camera’s view on the worker’s side, gaps caused by missing
data became obvious (Figure 2.12). In other words, a single static sensor could not
support true 3D view independence.
FIGURE 2.12: When the viewpoint (right) deviated significantly from the
capture pose of the depth sensor (left), the 3D scene would be largely
incomplete and gaps in the dataset became visible (the black parts in the
right image) [112]
With the RemoteFusion system, Adcock et al. [1] presented one of the first remote
guidance systems that supported an independent 3D viewpoint for the remote expert.
On the local worker’s side, they used two depth sensors to reconstruct the worker’s
physical work environment: one was responsible for showing a top-down view of the
workspace, and the other one could move around the scene to build up additional details.
In addition, a projector was set on top of the work environment to project the expert
guidance cues directly on the surface of the local workspace (Figure 2.13). In this case,
the local worker did not need to take his/her eyes off the current task to view the remote
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guidance. On the remote expert’s side, a multi-touch screen was used to allow them
to control his/her viewpoint by simply rotating the scene with two-finger touch and
zooming in with a pinch gesture. In order to provide guidance, the remote expert could
draw on the local worker’s reconstructed scene by using a single finger.
FIGURE 2.13: The worker space of RemoteFusion (left) and dynamic re-
mote guidance projected onto the surface of the local workspace (right) [1]
To provide an independent viewpoint control for remote expert, Sodhi et al. [107]
presented a remote collaboration system called BeThere, which allowed remote experts
to move freely in a large work environment to perform a variety of virtual interactions.
As shown in Figure 2.14, the system was composed of a smartphone, a front-facing
Kinect to capture the workspace, a side facing short-range depth sensor to catch spatial
gesture input, and a touch strip for more input options.
FIGURE 2.14: BeThere remote collaboration system setup [107]
The local worker’s physical workspace was captured and reconstructed into a 3D virtual
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scene, which was then shared with the remote expert. Hand gestures of both the worker
and the expert could be captured by the side-facing depth sensor and then integrated
into the reconstructed 3D virtual scene (Figure 2.15). The whole system was completely
self-contained and handheld, so the users could interact with the environment from any
direction they wanted, offering fully independent viewpoint control for both the worker
and the expert. However, one disadvantage of this system was that hand gestures were
captured by the side facing depth sensor, so the users might get confused about the
spatial relationship between their hands and the objects in the scene and find it difficult
to point to the object they wanted. Furthermore, the system relied on the point cloud
generated from the depth sensor of the local user, so when the viewpoint of the remote
expert was far away from the local worker, he/she could see large black gaps around
the virtual objects from missing points in the dataset.
FIGURE 2.15: Remote collaboration by using BeThere system [107]
Besides capturing the local scene in 3D, researchers had also introduced AR and VR
methods that enabled remote experts to use 3D virtual annotations for reference. Chas-
tine et al. [17] presented a straightforward method that allowed the remote user to use
a 3D virtual arrow in guiding tasks. However, it was time-consuming to manipulate
the arrow in 3D space. Bottecchia et al. [10] devised a catalog of pre-defined 3D virtual
animations for the expert to choose according to the stage of the task progress; however,
the amount of pre-defined animations might not be flexible enough to satisfy the needs
of all the situations during the tasks. Other researchers also tried to implement natural
visual cues, such as God-like hand gestures [109] and 3D helping hands [112]. How-
ever, it could still be challenging to provide precise guidance cues for manipulating the
physical targets in the local workspace.
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To address the above issue, Oda et al. [89] [26] allowed the expert to create and ma-
nipulate virtual replicas of physical objects in the local workspace, and display this
manipulation as AR content to indicate actions. They introduced two interface designs.
The first one supported pairs of prominent landmarks on the targets for the worker to
align them (Figure 2.16a), while the second one supported 6DOF manipulation of the
virtual replica for direct instruction (Figure 2.16b). Compared to 2D based annotation,
user study results showed that their methods enabled a highly trained expert to guide a
local worker completing tasks much faster, especially for the first approach using pairs
of prominent landmarks.
FIGURE 2.16: Virtual replicas for remote assistance [89] [26]
Based on these previous research, we saw that although these remote collaboration
systems enabled remote experts to help workers over a distance, most of them required
both the expert and the worker to collaborate in a small workspace. This might not
meet the requirements of some collaborative tasks in a practical work environment. For
example, for the maintenance of sophisticated machines in a semi-automated factory,
machines and tools may be placed around a large room that requires the worker to
walk around to interact with the target objects. In this case, it may be better to use a
dynamic remote collaboration system that could allow the worker to capture their whole
workspace.
2.2 Scene Capture for Room-scale Remote Collaboration
Most previous remote collaboration systems reviewed in section 2.1 shared video of
the local worker’s workspace with the remote expert. In many cases, this video was
captured from a head-mounted camera worn by the local worker, which limited the
remote expert’s point of view to be exactly the same as the local worker. To overcome
this limitation, some researchers had begun to explore how 360° video [58] [106] and
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panorama imagery [105] [9] could be shared to allow the remote user to have an inde-
pendent view into the remote space. Other researchers focused on how depth sensors
could be used to create a 3D reconstruction of the entire local worker’s workspace,
enabling the remote user to view the space in 3D and have a completely independent
perspective [111].
Previous research showed that 360° video could support better immersive experiences
for users by enabling them to share their surrounding environment and current activities.
The global market of 360° cameras was projected to grow around 35% per year between
2016 and 2020 [41], so such cameras have become more common and cheaper. With the
support of popular commodity HMDs, 360° video-sharing showed significant potential
advantages for remote collaboration in immersive VR environments. However, there
were some challenges that researchers needed to overcome before bringing it to the
commercial market.
The first issue that needed to be addressed for 360° video sharing is shown in Figure 2.17.
Full 360° videos contained much more information than the viewer could see since
HMDs only supported a limited field of view [28]. Therefore, streaming 360° videos
in full resolution was considered a waste of resources, such as network bandwidth,
processing power, and storage space, which might degrade the user experience. One
solution streamed the view of the current FOV (enlarged with heuristic factors) in full
resolution and the entire 360° video at a reduced resolution [82] [45] [63]. While the
viewer rotated his/her view outside the streamed current FOV, the system would display
the reduced-resolution video to the viewer as one alternative approach until the next
full-resolution FOV arrived. The other solution was to predict the viewer’s FOV for
the next frame in advance and only transfer the region of 360° video that has a high
probability of being viewed [28] [81].
FIGURE 2.17: Issues of 360° videos sharing: (a) Full 360° videos contain
rich visual information; (b) a viewer can only see a small part of the video
at any one moment [28]
The other challenge for 360° video sharing was how to support continuously focusing
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and re-focusing on the intended targets. Full 360° videos contained rich information
for the viewer to discover. However, while watching one specific fast-moving target,
the viewer might quickly lose track (the issue of continuously focusing) and need to
search for the target again in the 360° video (issue of re-focusing). Researchers had
introduced two possible focus assistance techniques. One followed the moving target
by automatically changing the current FOV [79] [44] [7], which took the viewer directly
to the intended target (Figure 2.18 A). The other used an augmented visual indicator
to guide the viewer to the target region [79] (Figure 2.18 B). Both of these methods
could improve the ease of focus while watching 360° videos, but the advantages of each
approach depended on not only individual differences but also the video watching goal.
FIGURE 2.18: A: Auto Pilot: auto-change the current FOV following the
moving target; B Visual guidance: use augmented cues to indicate the
target [79]
Based on 360° videos sharing techniques, Gun et al. [75] [74] presented their MR remote
collaboration system called SharedSphere (Figure 2.19). On the local side, the user wore
one 360° panorama camera to capture the surrounding environment and shared the
view to an expert in a remote location. In order to view the shared live panorama
scene, the remote expert wore a VR HMD. The hand gestures of the remote expert
were captured and used as non-verbal communication cues to guide the local user. The
user feedback from their study indicated that the live 360° video created an immersive
environment for rich information sharing between the local user and remote expert
during remote communication. However, since the video was shared as a 2D panorama
image, the remote expert could only rotate his/her view away from the local user’s
original viewpoint but without the ability to move to another viewpoint. In this case,
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view independence had been limited. In order to support a truly independent view for
both local and remote users, researchers started to capture the large-scale local scene in
the form of 3D contents by using depth sensors.
FIGURE 2.19: SharedSphere system overview [75]
Using depth sensors to create real-time 3D scene reconstruction has been studied by
researchers for many years. Izadi et al. [53] presented a novel interactive reconstruction
system called KinectFusion, which allowed a real-time volumetric dense reconstruction
of a desk-sized scene at sub-centimeter resolution. A user could reconstruct the 3D model
of the physical scene within seconds (Figure 2.20 B, in which the wireframe frustum
shows the current tracked 3D pose of the Kinect) by holding a standard Kinect camera
(Figure 2.20 A) and moving within any indoor space. The system could continuously
track the six degree-of-freedom (DOF) pose of the camera and fuse new viewpoints of
the scene into a global surface-based representation.
FIGURE 2.20: KinectFusion enables real-time detailed 3D reconstructions
of indoor scenes using only the depth data from a standard Kinect cam-
era [53]
They indicated the key uses of KinectFusion as a low-cost handheld scanner to sup-
port novel interactive methods for segmenting physical objects of interest from the
reconstructed scene (Figure 2.20 C). KinectFusion enabled scene reconstructions at an
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unprecedented quality at real-time speeds, but still faced some limitations. For example,
it only supported tracking in a fixed small area, used geometric information as the single
parameter to estimate camera pose, and did not explicitly support incorporating loop
closure. These three limitations restricted the applicability of KinectFusion to large-scale
SLAM problems.
A number of derived works have been published recently after the advent of the Kinect-
Fusion system. Bylow et al. [14] directly tracked the camera pose by representing the
geometry with a signed distance function, which was more accurate and robust than the
iterated closet point algorithm (ICP) used by KinectFusion. Roth and Vona [99] extended
the operational range of KinectFusion by automatically translating and rotating the
volumetric models through space as the camera moved. Zeng et al. [124] presented a
memory-efficient implementation of KinectFusion based on an octree representation
that allowed mapping of areas up to 8x8x8m in size.
There are still many challenges in the 3D reconstruction of dynamic objects, such as
capturing the large-scale scene, increasing the capture resolution, and reducing the holes
caused by dynamic occlusions. In order to overcome these issues, Chabra et al. [16]
showed an approach by optimizing the placements of the depth sensors and using
event-specific optimization weights to achieve better capture results. They indicated
that their algorithm not only enhanced the total coverage of the reconstruction but also
filled the voids when compared to manual sensor placements (Figure 2.21).
FIGURE 2.21: The reconstructed point clouds generated from captures
with manually-designed and with optimized camera placements [16]
Dou et al. [24] presented a 3D capture system to build a complete and accurate 3D model
for dynamic objects by fusing the 3D data captured from depth sensor into a 3D model,
and then track the model to match the following captures. However, their system faced
some limitations, such as the segmentation issue and body topology change issue. To
address these issues, Dou et al. [25] introduced another real-time 3D reconstruction
system called Fusion4D, which allowed for incremental nonrigid reconstruction from
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noisy input based on multiple RGB-D sensors. As shown in Figure 2.22, this system
enabled the robust capturing of dynamic objects to many complex topology changes.
Based on Dou et al.’s work, Orts-Escolano et al. [93] presented their Holoportation
system enabled high-quality, real-time 3D reconstruction and sharing of an entire space,
including people, furniture and objects, using eight depth sensors in total. They claimed
that this system required high-end hardware, such as GPU-powered PCs and 10 Gigabit
Ethernet connection, to support low end-to-end communication and remote rendering
latency for MR telepresence.
FIGURE 2.22: Fusion4D is robust to many complex topology [25]
Another technology, called InfiniTAM [57], also supported dynamic 3D scene capturing
of large-scale workspace, which allowed for the rapid capture and reconstruction of 3D
space using handheld devices attached with depth sensor (Figure 2.23). The latest version
of InfiniTAM supported loop closure detection [56] and surfel-based reconstruction [96].
However, this has not yet been applied to remote collaboration since it also required
significant computing capability and advanced hardware setup.
FIGURE 2.23: InfiniTAM 3D scene reconstruction [57]
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Reconstructing a large workspace as a 3D virtual scene with real-time updates of envi-
ronment changes is still a challenge for researchers using current hardware and software.
In my research, I attempted to overcome this limitation by capturing the local scene as a
static 3D model and providing a high-resolution 2D video to show the local workspace’s
real-time changes.
2.3 Mutual Awareness Cues for Tele-presence Systems
Shared Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs) were used to simulate the face-to-
face physical environment to reduce the cognitive load between users attending from
different locations [121]. However, current remote collaboration systems were limited
in how they could enhance perception and cognition. To solve this issue, researchers
tried to find approaches that could support two mutual-awareness mechanisms [27]: (1)
mapping the position of the user’s annotations or notes, and (2) mapping the partner’s
position. Most previous remote collaboration research focused on studying the first
mechanism by supporting multiple kinds of communication cues, such as a pointer,
annotations, and gestures. However, there was little work on solving the second issue of
distributed cognition between users, which might lead to incorrect spatial faithfulness
and decrease remote collaboration efficiency.
Correct spatial faithfulness could increase the degree of telepresence for simulating
face-to-face collaboration. According to Nguyen and Canny’s study [88], there were
three levels of spatial faithfulness:
• Mutual spatial faithfulness, which enabled users to receive information from their
partners;
• Partial spatial faithfulness, which enabled users to map the perceived action with
the partner’s actual action in the correct way;
• Full spatial faithfulness, which enabled world-stabilized action mapping between
the users and captured objects.
As shown in Figure 2.24 a, face-to-face collaboration supported full spatial faithfulness
since users could directly communicate with each other based on multiple perceptual
cues, such as the sense of vision, audition, touch and smell [121]. On the other hand,
the capture and display devices of remote collaboration systems were usually placed in
inconsistent positions, which might lead to an incorrect impression of the remote actions,
and only partial spatial faithfulness was supported. For instance, in Figure 2.24 b, three
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users worked together remotely. Based on the individual camera and display screen
setup, each user felt the other two partners were looking at him or her; however, in
fact, they were all looking at the target box. In this case, it required additional cognitive
processes for the users to correctly map their partners’ actions into a consistently shared
world space.
FIGURE 2.24: Collaboration system setups: (a) face-to-face collaboration;
(b) remote collaboration [121]
Distributed cognition theory [98] [100] indicated that human cognition depended on not
only the individuals’ brains but also the interrelation with other humans or objects in the
working environment. To support distributed cognition, the ClearBoard system [52] [51]
allowed real-time remote eye contact through video by using a half mirror polarizing film
projection screen. Similarly, the Blue-C system [43] introduced 3D projection technology
into a CAVE-like environment to provide a spatially immersive experience. As a further
improvement of previous research, the DigiTable system [21] brought distributed users
together by using shadows. As shown in Figure 2.25, the left user could detect the right
user’s hand with the shadow projected on the table surface (left bottom image), and vice
versa. In this case, both users had the ability to maintain awareness of their partner’s
actions.
Telepresence is the feeling of being present in a remote environment, and telepresence
systems can be used to create a place for users immersing themselves together while
doing the same tasks [114]. Thalmann et al. [114] identified three kinds of telepresence
technologies: (1) Realistic 3D telepresence systems brought users to a reconstructed
remote place; (2) Networked 3D VR and AR enabled users from different locations to
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FIGURE 2.25: DigiTable system
work together in a shared virtual/augmented space; (3) Telepresence robots enabled
users to operate robots in a real remote environment. The second approach showed the
possibility of supporting users to perceive a partner’s actions remotely, which could be
considered a solution for solving distributed cognition.
A users’ body actions and environmental changes could be captured and mapped
into a networked collaborative virtual environment using avatars and reconstructed
3D models. Furthermore, this environment could be shared with all distant users
involved in the task. In this case, one user could directly see, hear, and feel the other
partners, which was similar to the work process during face-to-face collaborative tasks.
To create avatars based on the human body, Lee et al. [76] introduced one approach that
automatically mapped photos taken from real people as textures onto virtual human
models (Figure 2.26).
In interactive virtual environments, real-time avatar tracking provides users with an
intuitive and natural way to communicate with other players. Depth cameras are an
inexpensive alternative compared to expensive and cumbersome marker-based motion
capture systems used for body posture or hand gesture recognition. To create a realistic
and robust avatar system in VR, skeleton tracking is one of the most critical steps that
need to be considered, as it is the primary data source for the avatar rig.
The Microsoft Kinect v2 1 could track the skeletons of multiple users in real-time but
had problems with occlusion. In addition, the Kinect v2 was not able to recognize
1https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/kinect
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FIGURE 2.26: Full body textures mapping with detailed individualized
faces
which way a person was facing (either forwards or backwards), which decreased the
pose and motion accuracy accordingly while the person kept moving or turning. A
multiple-Kinect solution could address this issue by integrating the data from each
Kinect to optimize the accuracy of the skeleton created. The main solutions for multiple
Kinects to date could be divided into two groups: a one-to-many mode and a network
mode. For the first approach, Mokhov et al. [84] used three Kinect sensors in one single
application to find and track a user’s skeleton data. The network mode used one PC
as the server to receive data for client Kinects through the network. Muller et al. [85]
placed six Kinect v2 sensors along a corridor with three Kinects on each side to capture
a users’ motion with 3D reconstructed models. Kitsikidis et al. [66] fused skeleton data
from multiple Kinect v1 devices for dance analysis. They used the ICP algorithm [19] to
estimate the rigid transformation for calibrating multiple cameras. This method could
be used for data fusion and was good enough for motion pattern recognition. However,
they did not show the accuracy of the fused data, as the tracking state of some joints
might be different from each Kinect.
Real-time full body capturing was still a challenge with current hardware setups and
network conditions. In my remote collaboration system design, I tried to use a virtual
view frustum and a head avatar to present each user’s head position and orientation
in the shared virtual environment in real-time (Section 4.1). By doing this, users could
have awareness of their remote partners’ current focus, which might solve the issue of
distributed cognition.
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2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have reviewed some previous examples in the field of remote collab-
oration system design, and discussed the advantages and limitations of each of them.
Based on this literature review, we could find some general answers to the key questions
of remote collaboration system design that I have discussed in Section 1.1.
A first-person view of the local workspace was beneficial for the remote expert to
understand the local worker’s current focus no matter if it was in the form of a 2D video
or a 3D scene. However, when the local worker changed his/her view too frequently, it
might interrupt the guidance process. Therefore, independent viewpoint control was
an important feature for remote collaboration system design, especially for large-scale
workspaces. To deal with this issue, 3D capture of the local scene shared in the VR world
with multiple users seemed to be a solution. It was also useful for enhancing spatial
awareness because it enabled the remote expert to experience the distance between
objects from the local side during collaborative tasks. However, integrating multiple
real-time 3D reconstructions into a remote collaboration system was still a challenge for
researchers.
In the following chapters, I presented my alternative solutions for room-scale remote
collaboration that combined static 3D reconstruction and different types of live feedback
to support collaborative tasks. In my solution, the static 3D reconstruction supported
remote experts with the straightforward spatial awareness of the local physical environ-
ment, and the live feedback enabled the experts to monitor task processes in real-time,
in which case the system could ideally solve the issue of independent viewpoint control.




Spatial Awareness for Mixed Reality
Remote Collaboration
In this chapter, I report on a prototype system for MR remote collaboration. Our remote
collaboration system can support hand gestures used by a remote expert, or other
visual aids to be shared with a remote worker to assist him/her in performing manual
tasks. Traditional remote collaboration systems often use video cameras on each side
to combine the views of both workspaces together and display the result on desktop
monitors or handheld devices. In this case, the remote expert’s virtual guidance cues can
be directly overlaid on the video of the worker’s workspace to help the local workers
finish their physical tasks. However, recent research showed that it could be difficult
for the remote expert to understand the spatial relationships between the objects in the
local worker’s workspace while using a 2D desktop display [50] [112]. Furthermore,
2D remote guiding systems may not support the sharing of complex hand gestures to
enhance collaboration efficiency.
In order to address these problems, we have developed a prototype system that used
VR HMDs and depth sensors to capture the 3D surrounding environment of the local
worker and map the current point cloud data into the VR world, helping the remote
expert better understand spatial relationships during a physical task. The hand gestures
of the remote expert were also detected and shown in the 3D space to improve the
communication. Using the prototype interface, we conducted a user study to evaluate
the benefits of our system and discuss the feedback from study participants in detail.
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3.1 Oriented View MR Remote Collaboration
We present an MR system for remote collaboration using VR headsets with an external
depth camera attached. Our system wirelessly shared the 3D point cloud data of a local
workers’ workspace with a remote expert, and shared the remote expert’s hand gestures
back to the local worker, enabling the remote expert to assist the worker to perform
manual tasks. Displaying the point cloud video in a conventional way, such as a front
view in a VR headset, may not provide the expert with sufficient understanding of the
spatial relationship between their hands and the remote surroundings. In contrast, our
MR system shared with the remote expert, not only the full 3D captured environment
data but also real-time orientation info of the worker’s viewpoint. To accomplish this,
our system combined single-frame point cloud capture data and free-hand tracking, as
described in the next sections.
3.1.1 Single-frame Point Cloud Capture
In order to gather depth information for the extracted features, we first combined a
SoftKinetic DS325 depth sensor (see Figure 3.1 d) with a VR headset (Oculus Rift DK2).
This sensor provided short-range depth detection at a distance from 0.15 meter to 1
meter. The OpenNI2 library 1 was used to grab depth information from this sensor.
However, the original driver of the DS325 sensor did not support the depth and RGB
image alignment; therefore, a point from the color frame could not be correctly projected
into the depth map. From Figure 3.1 a and Figure 3.1 b, we can see that depth map has a
wide view range than the color map.
In order to achieve point-to-point projection from the depth map to the RGB image, we






















• fx, fy are the focal lengths in pixel-related units along the x and y axes respectively;
• cx, cy are the principal point of the camera along the x and y axes;
• R is the rotation matrix between the color and depth cameras;
• T is the translation vector between the color and depth cameras expressed in
meters;
FIGURE 3.1: Depth and RGB image alignment: (a) RGB frame; (b) Depth
frame; (c) Mapped RGB frame; (d) the DS325 depth sensor. Showing that
(b) has a wider field of view than (a)
The DS325 driver provided functions for grabbing these matrices, so we did not need
to calibrate the camera by ourselves. Assuming pdepth was a pixel in the depth map,
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the 3D point Pdepth in the space corresponding to the pdepth could be calculated by back-
projecting pdepth in the depth sensor’s coordinate system, as shown by the equation 3.1:
Pdepth = inv(Kdepth) ∗ pdepth (3.1)
Then, Pdepth could be transformed to the RGB camera’s coordinate system through the
relative transformation R and T (equation 3.2).
PRGB = R ∗ Pdepth + T (3.2)
Finally, we projected the 3D point PRGB onto the RGB camera image to obtain the
corresponding 2D coordinate.
pRGB = KRGB ∗ PRGB (3.3)
Figure 3.1 c shows the calibration results, showing the two datasets were aligned together.
The frame rate of this calibration system was up to 30 fps which satisfied the requirement
of our real-time 3D capturing algorithm.
In this case, for each point on the RGB image, we could find its corresponding depth
information form the depth map and receive a point coordinate as p{xp, yp, zd}, in
which xp and yp were the pixel coordinates and zd was the depth in meters. Based on
equation 3.4, we could transform one pixel’s 3D coordinate in meters.
PRGB = inv(KRGB) ∗ pRGB (3.4)
Then, we could eventually map the color and depth maps as one point cloud in the VR
environment by projecting each pixel on the color map to the 3D space. Figure 3.2 shows
one example of single frame point cloud capture.
3.1.2 Free-Hand Tracking
In addition to capturing a point cloud of the local user’s workplace, our system per-
formed free-hand tracking (no marker or gloves required). Skin color has been proven to
be a robust cue for the human face and hand detection [119]. Color detection allows for
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FIGURE 3.2: Simple single frame point cloud capture
fast processing without the need for high-powered computing or graphics processing.
The human skin has a characteristic color that can be recognized by computers after
image processing with related color spaces [119].
Skin color detection aims to separate all of the pixels of an image into two parts: skin and
non-skin pixels. There are three possible and widely used approaches for segmenting
the skin color area from an image: using an explicitly defined skin region [68] [2], using a
nonparametric skin distribution model [11] [42], and using a parametric skin distribution
model [92] [108]. The fastest and most accurate way to segment skin color area from an
image is to build a skin classifier based on a group of training images through a set of
rules [11]. However, the performance of this method directly depends on the training
images collected. If the set of the training data is too small, the performance may be
even worse than the method using explicitly defined boundaries.
We aimed to use tracking methods based on an explicitly defined skin region since they
could provide real-time hand detection. These methods were carried out in different
color spaces based on explicitly defined boundaries, such as the RGB, HSV, and YCrCb
color spaces. In our research, we combined the Otsu threshold algorithm [94] and the
YCrCb color space together to segment the hand region. In image processing, the Otsu
algorithm was used to threshold the input image into two classes of pixels (the skin
color and non-skin color) and output it as a binary image. The input image was first
transferred from the RGB color space to the YCrCb color space. Then the Otsu algorithm
was applied to segment the skin color region. From the example shown in Figure 3.3,
this approach appeared more robust than the others and was not affected by the light.
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By cutting the background off with a depth classifier (e.g., remove the points with a
distance to the camera further than 1 meter), we could detect and track the hand region
in real-time with 30 fps.
FIGURE 3.3: Hand region detection: Input image (A); RGB colour space
(B); Normalized RGB (C); YCrCb colour space (D); HSV colour space (E);
YCrCb and Otsu threshold (F)
3.1.3 Prototype System Setup
Our prototype connected two separate workspaces: a local space for a worker to work
on a physical task, and a remote space for an expert to provide guidance to the local
worker (Figure 3.4).
FIGURE 3.4: System setup: remote expert using hand gesture to guide the
local worker
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In the worker’s space, the user performed a physical task while wearing a VR headset
(the Oculus Rift DK2). In order to enable the user to see the surrounding scene, a depth
sensor (Soft Kinetic DS325) was attached to the front face of the worker’s headset, facing
towards the workspace. The system could capture the current scene based on the aligned
RGB frame and the depth frame from the sensor, and map the current frame into the
VR world coordinate system as a dense point cloud. We rendered this point cloud view
in the VR headset for the worker as a video see-through display. In this case, the local
worker could check his surrounding environment and interact with the physical objects
on the table.
The expert wore the same VR headset as well. The scene was captured and compressed
on the worker’s side and streamed to the expert’s side for him/her to watch and
understand the task situation and local environment. Meanwhile, the depth sensor
attached to the expert’s headset detected the expert’s hand region based on its color
frame and presented the hands as a point cloud based on its depth frame (see Figure 3.5).
The hand point cloud pixels were colored based on their different depth values. In this
case, the users could quickly identify which hands are the local worker’s hands and
which hands are the remote expert’s hands.
FIGURE 3.5: The remote expert’s hands were colored and overlaid on top
of the worker’s view to guide LEGO assembling. Hand pixels closed to
the user were colored red and those furthest away were colored blue.
Both the acquired 3D point cloud of the local worker space and the hand gestures on the
remote expert’s side were then fused together in real-time, mapped into a single shared
virtual coordinate system, and displayed in the VR headsets of both users (Figure 3.4).
Furthermore, the orientation data from the built-in gyroscope sensor in the local worker’s
HMD could be accessed and shared wirelessly from the worker to the remote expert.
The remote side application would apply this data directly to the shared point cloud
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view, so the point cloud rendered in the VR space was always located identical to where
it was in the local physical world. In this case, the remote expert also needed to rotate
his/her head with the headset to follow the local user’s viewpoint.
Finally, the remote expert could guide the worker to finish the task by using his/her
hand gestures such as finger-pointing and hand movements. The user in the worker
space could understand what to do by following the hand gestures and speech of the
remote expert.
Each side of our system ran on a 64-bit Windows 7 system with an independent desktop
PC (Intel Core i5, 8 GB RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX770). The Unity game engine
was used for rendering the 3D point cloud scenes, and the AllJoyn framework 2 was
used for network data communication between users. Due to the depth sensor’s limited
resolution, we rendered the point cloud at a resolution of 320 by 240 pixels. Both sides’
frame rates could reach 30 fps. The frame rate we used here is related to the system’s
processing rate, not the display refresh rate of the VR headset.
3.2 User Study
3.2.1 Experiment Setup
In traditional remote video sharing, 2D output devices such as a monitor or tablet were
usually used, showing the shared local worker’s view to the remote expert without
any additional orientation cues. In contrast, our system shared a 3D view in an HMD
where both users could have their own independent viewpoint control. Furthermore,
the captured single-frame local point cloud was rendered identical to where it was in
the local physical world with extra orientation information enabled. We conducted an
initial study to investigate the usability and social presence of the way that our system
presented 3D visual data to the remote expert. We hypothesis that
• Rendering the local single-frame point cloud scene as an oriented view could
increase the remote experts’ spatial awareness in terms of social presence in remote
collaboration.
We used a within-subjects user study design. Participants were recruited for the role of
remote experts, and the experimenter took the role of the local worker. Ten people took
part in the study, four men and six women, aged 24 to 34 years old. Most of them had
previous experience using VR interfaces and had tried 2D conferencing systems such as
2http://allseenalliance.org/framework
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Skype on a monthly basis, but with minimal 3D remote collaboration experience. Each
participant was asked to guide the local worker to assemble two sets of LEGO blocks
(Figure 3.6) into an integrated toy using a front view and oriented view respectively. The
two interfaces (Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8) were provided to the participants in a random
order to exclude potential learning effects.
FIGURE 3.6: Two sets of LEGO blocks
There were two different viewing mode conditions 3 that we compared: (1) Front View,
and (2) Oriented View. As shown in Figure 3.7, for the Front View mode, the remote
expert could see the worker’s view without head rotation, so the experience was similar
to watching a TV hanging in front of his or her view. For the Oriented View mode
(Figure 3.8), if the remote expert wanted to see the worker’s view, he/she needed to
rotate his/her head towards the same direction of the worker’s head, which helped
the remote expert to understand better the spatial layout of the worker’s surrounding
environment.
FIGURE 3.7: The Front View mode
Since the expert’s vision was blocked by the VR headset from the physical world, we
showed a 3D assembly model of the LEGO toy in the remote expert’s virtual view during
3Video link of two viewing modes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIv68Hx9Pys&t=8s
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FIGURE 3.8: The Oriented View mode
the task (Figure 3.4, right bottom). The expert could use the mouse wheel to rotate the
model to check the assembly details. The session was considered complete when the
toys were correctly assembled for both viewing mode conditions. After the participants
completed each condition, they were asked to provide feedback by answering the
usability and social presence related interview questionnaire using a five-point Likert
scale (1 to 5 with 1 indicating strongly disagree while 5 indicating strongly agree). In
addition, we also asked participants to provide comments in response to questions in
the post-experiment questionnaire.
3.2.2 Experiment Result and Discussion
The results for usability custom rating items are shown in Figure 3.9. Of the 10 partic-
ipants recruited to the study, the Oriented View mode elicited an increase in physical
stress in seven participants compared to the Front View mode, whereas two participants
saw no difference and one participant felt more physical stress with the Oriented View
mode. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test determined that there was a statistically significant
median increase in physical stress when subjects using Oriented View mode (median
= 3, interquartile range = 2.250) compared to using Front View mode (median = 2, in-
terquartile range = 1.000), z = 2.124, p = 0.034. No significant difference was found for
the rest usability ranking questions (Like to use: z = -0.966, p = 0.334; Easy to use: z
= 0.175, p = 0.861; Well integrated: z = 0.176, p = 0.860; Helpful: z = 0.333, p = 0.739;
Mental stress: z = 0.000, p = 1.000).
We used three sub-factors from the social presence questionnaire (SoPQ) [48], which
included Co-presence (CP), Perceived Message Understanding (PMU), and Perceived
Behavioral Interdependence (PBI). Each of these sub-factors consisted of six closely in-
terrelated questions scaled from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), representing
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FIGURE 3.9: Results of the usability rating scale (∗: statistically significant
difference)
a group of Likert scale measurements. To analyze Likert scale data, we first calculated a
composite score from the six questions for each sub-factor [110], then a paired-samples
t-test was used to determine whether there was a statistically significant mean difference
between the two view modes. As shown in Figure 3.10, we found no significant differ-
ence in term of overall social presence (t(9) = 0.532, p = 0.608). We also analysed each
sub-factors and found a significant difference in CP (Front View mode: mean = 3.975,
standard deviation = 0.533; Oriented View mode: mean = 4.275, standard deviation =
0.399; t(9) = 2.449, p = 0.037), but not in PMU (t(9) = -0.487, p = 0.638) and PBI (t(9) =
-0.218, p = 0.832).
FIGURE 3.10: Results of the Social Presence questionnaire (CP: Co-
presence, PMU: Perceived Message Understanding, PBI: Perceived Be-
havioral Interdependence, and SoP: Overall Social Presence;∗: statistically
significant difference)
After trying both view interfaces, participants were asked to choose which interface
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they thought was the best for the LEGO assembling task in the study. As shown in
Figure 3.11, of the 10 participants recruited to the study, five participants preferred to
use Front View mode, and five participants preferred to use Oriented View mode. A
chi-square goodness-of-fit test indicated that the two view modes were equally preferred
by the participants (χ2(2) = 0.000, p = 1.000).
FIGURE 3.11: User preference about which interface they preferred best
for the LEGO assembling task
Based on the rating of usability and social presence questionnaire, rendering the lo-
cal single-frame point cloud scene as an oriented view did not show any significant
difference compared to a front view in overall social presence in remote collaboration.
However, participants felt their partners were significantly obvious to them and could
easily catch their attention (Co-presence) while using the Oriented View mode. This
might be because all the items in this study were located close to each other in a small
area and could be captured in the same scene without the local worker turning his or
her head very much. In this case, the remote expert could easily find items he/she
wanted in the local worker’s scene. There was almost no need for the remote expert to
imagine the spatial relationship between items since it was straightforward in the shared
view. Therefore, we did not find a significant difference in overall social presence while
presenting the local spatial layout with additional orientation information.
Based on the feedback of the post-experiment questions, we believed that both interfaces
had their own advantages and disadvantages. In terms of Oriented View sharing, some
participants mentioned that they felt they could better understand where their partners
were watching, and felt more closely connected with the partner not only spatially but
also mentally (Co-presence). Moreover, they also felt less dizzy and claimed that this
view method provided a more immersive and realistic MR user experience. However,
some participants also felt that they sometimes failed to follow the worker’s frequent
or fast movements since the Oriented View sharing interface was physically stressful.
They became too tired to pay enough attention during communication while guiding
the local worker. This is also why we found a significant difference in terms of physical
stress in the rating scale question.
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In contrast, participants felt that the Front View sharing method was less physically
stressful and more comfortable to focus on the task itself. However, participants claimed
that without the spatial orientation cues, they could quickly lose spatial direction, which
was also very difficult to recover. They also felt sick when their partners constantly
moved in a way that they did not expect. We observed that although the Front View
was used in the test, the participants still oriented their heads based on the workers’
head movements, and kept changing their head pose during the tasks, which was not
necessary at all with this interface.
3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, I presented a prototype remote guiding system that we developed using
VR headsets combined with depth sensors. Both the local worker’s workspace and the
remote expert’s hand gestures were captured by depth sensors and reconstructed as 3D
point clouds in the same VR scene. We compared two different view-sharing modes for
the remote expert, Oriented View and Front View sharing.
The results of the study showed that Oriented View mode increased the experts’ physical
stress since it required the experts to follow the local workers’ view orientation in order
to catch the current view. Participants also felt the local workers’ actions attracted
their attention while using the Oriented View more than the Front view (Co-presence).
However, based on subjective feedback, the Oriented View interface might cause the
experts to feel fatigued after long-term usage, and could easily lead them to lose their
partners’ view. On the other hand, while using the Front View interface, the experts
could pay more attention to the task itself, rather than matching the worker’s view. We
also noticed that the experts usually did not need to imagine the spatial relationship
between items because they could always be captured together in the same scene in this
study.
In the next chapter, I extended the prototype system into a larger scale workspace, such
as a room-size workspace. At this scale, items may be located in different places far
apart from each other, and cannot be captured together in the same scene. In this case,
helping the remote expert to understand the spatial relationship between different items




Room-Scale Mixed Reality Remote
Collaboration System
To support remote collaboration in a room-scale workspace, we developed a prototype
system that reconstructed the local physical environment and shared it as a 3D VR
scene with the remote expert. Using a VR HMD, the remote expert could then freely
navigate himself/herself through the virtual copy of the local worker’s real environment
with a better understanding of the spatial relationships between objects in the local
workspace. In this case, the remote expert might feel as though they were sharing the
same workspace as the local worker.
Our remote collaboration system captured and reconstructed the local scene as a static
3D point cloud set. Once created, there was no real-time update of the point cloud from
the local worker’s side. However, we developed several different interface ideas to
provide real-time feedback to show the local worker’s actions.
Overall, our MR based remote collaboration system aimed to fulfill the following room-
scale design requirements:
• A shared view in order to build common ground;
• Immersive experience and spatial awareness for the remote expert to understand
the local physical layout;
• Independent viewpoint control for the remote expert to explore the view of the
local space independently;
• Real-time feedback for the remote expert to check the local worker’s actions;
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• Different kinds of guidance cues for the remote expert to guide the local worker;
• Approaches to show remote guidance on the local side;
• Independent viewpoint control for the local worker to observe the remote guidance
and work on the task;
4.1 System Overview
We captured the local user’s surroundings as one integrated 3D point cloud and dis-
played it as static VR content in the remote expert’s VR headset to build common ground.
Based on this immersive and spatial experience, the remote expert could feel like they
were virtually placed in the same workspace as the local worker. With accurate posi-
tion tracking enabled, users on both sides were able to share the movement and view
direction of themselves independently in this shared VR workspace, which produced a
natural collaborative experience similar to as if they were face-to-face. We intended to
use single-frame 2D/3D live views from the local side to show the real-time changes.
Visual cues and voice contact were also enabled to support natural communication. In
addition, the local worker had the video see-through AR view to observe the remote
guidance cues and interact with the objects in the local physical world.
Our prototype system was subdivided into two sub-systems: (1) the local capturing and
sharing system that supported the worker on task completion, and (2) the remote guiding
and viewing system that enabled the expert to provide real-time help (Figure 4.1).
FIGURE 4.1: The static local environment capturing and sharing with real-
time feedback for MR remote collaboration. A: the local user stood in front
of a workspace, identifying a particular LEGO model which the remote
expert pointed to. B: The remote expert observed the local environment
and guided the local worker by pointing in the VR world.
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In the following sections, we discuss the hardware and software setup and implementa-
tion of these two sub-systems. The main functions of our remote collaboration system
were:
• Being able to capture and share the local environment as a static 3D point cloud
scene, with 2D/3D live view to show the real-time changes;
• Presenting the local view in VR for the remote expert;
• Supporting natural communication cues such as pointing and speech;
• Using a video see-through device to provide an AR guide for the local worker.
4.2 The Local Workspace Setup
The local system was responsible for capturing the local scene and providing an AR
view for the local worker observing their surrounding workspace. To achieve this
requirement, the local user wore a VR headset (HTC Vive 1) during the task process. One
depth sensor (Intel RealSense R200 2 with an operating range from 0.5m to 3.5m) was
attached to the front face of the headset, with its RGB camera located in the middle of
the headset surface facing toward the workspace (Figure 4.2). The captured color video
stream was then passed through the headset display to create a video see-through AR
view, allowing the local worker to directly see the surrounding environment and freely
move in the physical world.
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For each frame, the depth data captured was firstly aligned with the RGB data to create a
point cloud of the 3D space. The Intel RealSense SDK library 3 enabled the Unity engine
to grab the point cloud from their sensor directly. Therefore, instead of calculating the
point cloud by using the method we introduced in Section 3.1, we called the library
functions directly to build the point cloud for each frame.
While the local worker was walking around in the local workspace, the system captured
a set of point clouds from different locations. These single frame point clouds were then
fused together into one integrated model to copy the entire larger-scale local physical
environment in the VR world. This process was described in more detail in section 4.4.
By streaming this integrated point cloud model to the remote side, the remote expert
could check the local work environment by viewing it with a VR display.
The Vive Lighthouse tracking achieved an expected accuracy of about 2mm with the
worst-case latency of 1ms for head tracking [91]. Based on this, we could collect the local
worker’s head position and orientation information in real-time. This information was
then streamed to the remote side. Based on this information, we could render the local
worker’s view frustum in the remote expert’s VR environment to provide a viewpoint
awareness cue (see Figure 4.3). In this case, the remote expert had the ability to make
visual contact with the local worker, which could increase the remote expert’s mutual
awareness.
On the local side, we used a VR-Ready PC set up with an Intel Core i7, 8GB RAM, and
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 GPU, running Windows 10. This local PC was responsible
for the local data processing by using the Unity game engine, such as rendering the local
video see-through view and the remote guidance, integrating and streaming the local
2D and 3D views to the remote side. The HMD was directly connected to the PC via
USB and HDMI cables, while the depth sensor and RGB camera were connected via a
USB cable.
4.3 Remote Workspace Setup
The remote system was responsible for displaying different user interfaces to help the
remote expert provide guidance on the tasks. In order to view the interfaces, the remote
expert was also asked to wear a VR headset (the HTC Vive) during the guiding task,
which enabled him/her to view the shared 3D local scene and freely move around
in the 3D VR world while navigating himself to the target location. In this way, the
3https://unity3d.com/partners/intel/realsense
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remote expert could quickly identify any target objects while guiding the local worker.
Figure 4.3 shows an example of the remote expert’s view.
FIGURE 4.3: The remote expert’s view, showing the view frustum of the
local user (white wireframe of the frustum)
The static 3D point cloud capture of the local scene provided the remote expert with
an independent view while the local worker was working in a large (e.g., room-scale)
workspace. At the same time, our system also streamed the local worker’s current view
frame to the remote expert to act as a reference for the remote expert to observe real-time
changes in the local workspace. This current view frame was rendered as either a 2D
window view or a 3D point cloud view based on different interface design purposes,
discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
The local worker’s view frustum was also shown in the remote expert’s VR scene
(Figure 4.3), allowing the remote expert to see the local worker’s head movement and
view direction, which enabled the expert to check whether or not the worker was
following their guidance. The expert also held one Vive handheld controller, which was
rendered as a virtual wand in the VR world, and was streamed back to the local side as
one virtual cue overlaid on top of the worker’s view (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). In
this way, the remote expert could provide virtual pointing feedback to help guide the
local worker.
The remote headset was wirelessly connected to a PC (called "Remote PC") by using the
TPCast Vive wireless adapter 4. This Remote PC was set up with an Intel Core i5, 8GB
RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 GPU, running the Windows 10 operating system.
The remote scene was also rendered with the Unity game engine.
4https://www.tpcastvr.com/product-vive
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4.4 Scene Capture
We developed a simple method for creating the final 3D point cloud. In order to capture
and render the entire local physical scene as one single dense point cloud model, we
attached an Intel RealSense R200 sensor to the front face of the VR headset, facing
toward the workspace (Figure 4.2). While the local worker was walking around the
local workspace, the system could capture the current view based on the aligned RGB
frame and depth frame from the sensor. Each pixel of this view was then projected into
the Vive VR camera coordinate system using the sensor’s intrinsic parameters, which
turned the view into a dense point cloud. The position of the Vive VR camera, taken
to be the same as the Vive headset, was captured by the Vive lighthouse hardware. In
this case, the point cloud of each frame could be finally mapped into the Vive VR world
coordinate system.
We used a keyframe based registration method to do the local scene capturing. The
scene reconstruction process started by the local worker manually pressing the trigger
on the Vive controller. While the scene capturing was running, the first frame that was
captured was considered the initial keyframe of the system. The point cloud of each
following frame was then identified as a keyframe or not based on its relevant position
to the previous keyframes. If the current point cloud had no more than 20% to 40%
of its points overlapping with the previous three keyframes, it was chosen as the next
keyframe. If it was a keyframe, this point cloud data would be saved and stitched with
previous keyframes by using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [19]. If it was
not, we just deleted the point cloud data of this frame. While the worker was walking
around the local workspace, the system kept adding new keyframes onto the previous
ones. After the entire local workspace was captured (as judged by the local worker), the
local worker could press the trigger again on the Vive controller, and the system would
stop collecting new keyframes. Figure 4.4 shows the flow chart of the entire capturing
and stitching process 5.
The size of the local workspace that could be captured was based on the Vive Lighthouse
tracking area (usually no more than 3.5m*3.5m). During the scene capture, the local
worker needed to move slowly through the workspace. Otherwise, if the worker moved
too fast, two sequential frames might not have overlapped areas, which led to failed
keyframe registration. In order to achieve real-time scene capture, we set the resolution
of the color and depth map as 320 * 240 pixels. In this case, the point cloud from
each frame only contained less than 320*240 points (noise points were removed). A
5Video link of scene capture: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lPSQeKRo50
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FIGURE 4.4: The flowchart of the static environment capturing and shar-
ing system
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workspace of 3.5m * 3.5m, usually needed 30 to 50 keyframes captured to copy the entire
scene, which took around 30 to 60 seconds for the local worker to finish the capture
process. Since we restricted the frames from the depth sensor with a low resolution, the
reconstructed 3D point cloud set could only present the general geometry of the local
workspace. Figure 4.5 shows an example of the keyframe registration.
FIGURE 4.5: Keyframe registration. A: The yellow point cloud is built
based on a new frame; B: After the registration, the new frame is stitched
to the previous ones
During the scene capture process, once a frame was detected as one keyframe, the system
automatically sent the point cloud data of this frame to the remote side. On the remote
side, since each point cloud data set was received as the keyframe, the remote system
just kept rendering a new point cloud into the VR scene. The remote expert wearing
the VR headset would see the point cloud updating itself in the VR world to show the
scanned local physical environment until the local worker finished the scene capture
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process.
On the local side, the scene capture process could reach 15 fps during keyframe regis-
tration. On the remote side, since we streamed each keyframe (no more than 320 * 240
points) separately, the remote system did not need to render a large point cloud set at
once. Therefore, the remote system kept running at 45 fps during the entire process.
4.5 Mutual Awareness and Remote Guidance
Using the Vive lighthouse tracking on the HMD, we could collect the local worker’s head
position and orientation information in real-time. By streaming this information to the
remote side, the local worker’s view frustum could be rendered in the remote expert’s
VR space (Figure 4.3). In this case, the remote expert could observe the local worker’s
head movement and view direction, which enabled the expert to check whether or not
the worker was following the guidance given. Our system also could stream and render
the remote expert’s view frustum in the local worker’s AR view. Since the remote expert
mainly kept watching the target area, the local worker could quickly locate the target by
searching for the remote expert’s view frustum in the shared AR scene.
Seeing the real-time head frustum from the partner’s side for both local and remote
users might increase the efficiency of communication between each of them. Besides
supporting the awareness of view position and orientation, the expert was also asked
to hold one Vive controller which was rendered as a wand in the VR world and was
streamed back to the local side as a virtual cue overlaid on top of the worker’s view
(Figure 4.2). Moreover, we also tried to capture the expert’s real hand in the 3D space
(using the method introduced in Section 3.1) to provide a more natural communication
cue. In this way, the remote expert could provide virtual pointing feedback or more
complicated guidance gestures to help the local worker. Furthermore, the system sent
both users’ speech from one side to the other. Therefore, during the collaborative task,
the remote expert could provide pointing guidance by using the controller and/or
directly talking with the local worker.
4.6 Data Streaming and Rendering
The local scene was captured and rendered as a dense point cloud on the local side, and
then, it was sent to the remote side before the task started. During the task, the system
streamed the local worker’s headset position, along with the current view captured by
the sensor, to the Remote PC to assist the expert. At the same time, the Remote PC sent
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the virtual wand information as guidance to the Local PC. All of this data streaming
was based on a wireless connection between the Local PC and the Remote PC. In order
to achieve real-time data communication, we used the NETGEAR Nighthawk X6 WiFi
Router and the sharing service supported by HoloToolkit 6.
The Unity game engine 7 provided excellent support for VR scene rendering while using
the HTC Vive headset. All of the point cloud data was rendered as vertical meshes in
Unity. On the local side, the frame rate reached 15 fps while reconstructing the local
scene before the task and 30 fps during the task with real-time single frame streaming
enabled. On the remote side, the frame rate reached 45 fps during the tasks.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, I describe the basic setup of our MR remote collaboration system. Based
on this system setup, we tried to explore the answer to our research questions by
conducting four different user studies:
• Compare the static scene capturing and sharing, with single frame point cloud
sharing (Oriented View mode introduced in Chapter 3);
• Compare different representations of the view mediums while using our static
scene capturing and sharing remote collaboration system;
• Analyze user behaviors based on two user studies while using our remote collabo-
ration system.
In the following chapters, I describe these studies in more detail. Based on these studies’
results, I present our solution for extending remote collaboration from small workspace






In this study, we evaluated our MR system, which supported the capture of the entire
local physical work environment for remote collaboration in a large-scale workspace. By
integrating the keyframes captured with the external depth sensor into one single 3D
point cloud data set, our system could reconstruct the entire local physical workspace
into the VR world. In this case, the remote expert could observe the local scene inde-
pendently from the local user’s current head and camera position, and provide gesture
guiding information even before the local user was looking at the target object. We
conducted a user study to evaluate our system’s usability by comparing it with our
previous Oriented View system (Figure 3.8), which only shared the current single frame
camera view together with the real-time head orientation data. Our results indicated
that this entire scene capture and sharing system could significantly increase the remote
expert’s task performance in terms of target searching in a large-scale workspace with
less mental stress compared to our previous system. Furthermore, based on subjective
feedback, we also tried to summarize the advantages and disadvantages of our MR
remote collaboration system.
5.1 Experiment Setup
Our remote collaboration system (Figure 5.1) captured and reconstructed the local scene
as a static 3D point cloud set. Once created, there was no real-time update of the point
cloud from the local user’s side. By comparing with a single frame sharing system
(including real-time feedback from the local side), we conducted an initial user study to
investigate the usability and social presence of our static local environment capturing
and sharing system. We hypothesis that capturing and sharing the entire room-scale
local scene as a 3D replica could help the remote experts to
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• decrease the objects searching time,
• enhance the understanding of the local physical layout, and
• provide efficient guiding support.
FIGURE 5.1: The static local environment capturing system for MR re-
mote collaboration. A: the local worker stood in front of a workspace,
identifying a particular LEGO model that the remote expert was pointing
at. B: the 3D point cloud of the current frame from the local side, remote
guiding gestures, and the remote expert’s view frustum were displayed
in the local worker’s VR headset. C: the remote expert observed the
reconstructed local environment in the VR world and guided the local
worker by using hand gestures. D: the entire scene of the local workspace
had been mapped as one integrated 3D point cloud and rendered in the
remote expert’s VR headset.
Since our system focused on the remote experts’ experience, participants were recruited
for the role of the remote expert. Ten people took part in the study, six men and four
women, aged 24 to 33 years old. All of them had previous experience with 2D video
streaming interfaces, such as Skype and Facebook Live, but with limited VR and AR
experience. Only two participants had tried a remote collaboration AR or VR system
before. Each participant was asked to guide a worker to find some sets of LEGO models
in the local workspace by using two different interfaces: (1) our static scene capturing
and sharing interface and (2) one oriented view interface, which is the same as we used
in the study of Chapter 3 with only the current single frame provided 1. The task was
considered finished once the local worker found all the LEGO models correctly.
We had seven different LEGO models. Each of them had one unique color (red, orange,
green, blue, yellow, white, or brown), and was placed at a distance from all others in
a large local workspace. In this case, these LEGO models could be found by the users
based on their color, and they could not be captured together by the sensor in one frame.
For each interface, participants performing as the remote experts were given a random
order of the LEGO models based on the models’ colors before the task. After the task
1Video link of two interfaces: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ec1120oQUx4
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started, remote experts were asked to guide the local workers to find the models one
by one based on the pre-defined order. The first model searching trial was considered
a training trial, and the next six searching trials were considered formal trials. The
two interfaces were used in a different order for each participant to exclude potential
learning effects.
For the scene capturing and sharing interface, the system reconstructed the local work-
space into a 3D point cloud before the task started, and then streamed the point cloud
data to the remote side. During the task, both users could see the partner’s view frustum
in the VR world, which provided a straightforward way for them to check their partner’s
focus in the scene. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show examples of the local and remote
users’ view. They were almost the same. One static point cloud set showed the local
surrounding environment, one view frustum showed the partner’s current focus, and
one dynamic point cloud set showed the remote gesture guidance.
FIGURE 5.2: The local worker’s view interface: remote view frustum and
guiding gesture were used to show the expert’s focus and guiding cues
FIGURE 5.3: The remote expert’s view interface: local view frustum was
used to show the worker’s focus, and the expert could see his/her own
hand gestures in the VR world
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For the oriented view interface, the system only captured and mapped the current frame
into one 3D point cloud (Chapter 3, Figure 3.8). By sharing the local worker’s head
position and orientation, this single frame point cloud could be mapped to the same
position as it in the real world. Therefore, if the remote expert wanted to catch up with
the current local view, he or she just needed to check the worker’s view direction in the
shared VR space. For both interfaces, participants could use hand gestures and speech
to guide the local worker.
We used a within-subjects design. Participants recruited were asked to use both view in-
terface for the LEGO model searching tasks. The time taken was automatically measured
and recorded by the system. At the beginning of the user study, participants were given
a general explanation about the features of the two interfaces and the procedures of the
tasks in detail. After this, they were asked to wear the headset to start the study. After
the participants completed each condition, they were asked to provide some feedback
by answering the usability and social presence related interview questionnaire using a
seven-point Likert scale (1 to 7 with 1 indicating strongly disagree while 7 indicating
strongly agree). In addition, we also asked participants to provide some comments in
response to questions in the post-experiment questionnaire.
5.2 Experiment Result
A paired-samples t-test was used to determine whether there was a statistically sig-
nificant mean difference in task completion time between the two interfaces. Data are
mean ± standard deviation, unless otherwise stated. The assumption of normality was
not violated, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p = 0.793). As shown in Figure 5.4,
participants spent less time on completing the model searching task while using the
scene capturing and sharing interface (mean = 67.750, standard deviation = 17.145)
seconds as opposed to the oriented view interface (mean = 92.050, standard deviation
= 16.049) seconds, a statistically significant decrease of 24.3 (95% CI, -41.374 to -7.226)
seconds, t(9) = -3.220, p = 0.010.
The results for usability custom rating items are shown in Figure 5.5. Using a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, we found that participants significantly felt more confident while using
the oriented view interface (median = 7.0, interquartile range = 1.000) compared to
the scene capturing and sharing interface (median = 6.0, interquartile range = 1.250)
(z = -2.111, p = 0.035). We also found that there was statistically significantly increase
of mental stress while using the oriented view interface (oriented view: median = 2.0,
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FIGURE 5.4: The task completion time(∗: statistically significant differ-
ence)
interquartile range = 1.000; scene capturing and sharing view: median = 1.5, interquartile
range = 1.000; z = -1.983, p = 0.047). No significant difference was found for the rest
usability rating questions (Like to use: z = 0.259, p = 0.796; Easy to use: z = 0.921, p =
0.357; Helpful: z = 1.265, p = 0.206; Physical stress: z = -0.333, p = 0.739).
FIGURE 5.5: Results of the usability rating scale (∗: statistically significant
difference)
We used two sub-factors from the social presence questionnaire (SoPQ) [48], which
included Co-presence (CP) and Perceived Message Understanding (PMU). Each of
these sub-factors consisted of six closely interrelated questions scaled from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), which represented a group of Likert scale measurements.
To analyze Likert scale data, we first calculated a composite score from the six questions
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for each sub-factor [110], and then a paired-samples t-test was used to determine whether
there was a statistically significant mean difference between the two view modes. As
shown in Figure 5.6, we found no significant difference in term of social presence (t(9) =
0.079, p = 0.939). We also analysed each sub-factors, and no significant difference was
found regarding CP (t(9) = 0.583, p = 0.574), nor on PMU (t(9) = -0.467, p = 0.651).
FIGURE 5.6: Results of the Social Presence questionnaire (CP: Co-presence,
PMU: Perceived Message Understanding, and SoP: Overall Social Pres-
ence)
In addition, we also asked the participants to rate on a 7-point scale (1: strongly disagree
– 7: strongly agree) on how much they agree with the statement “This interface is useful
for learning the local environment”, “This interface is useful for finding the targets” and
“This interface is useful for guiding the local partner” for both two view interfaces. Using
a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, the results (Figure 5.7) showed that participants significantly
preferred to use the scene capturing and sharing interface on target searching (oriented
view: median = 5.0, interquartile range = 2.000; scene capturing and sharing view:
median = 6.0, interquartile range = 1.000; z = 2.326, p = 0.020). No significant difference
was found regarding the impact on learning the local environment (z = 1.852, p = 0.064),
nor on the impact on guiding the local partner (z = 1.134, p = 0.257).
5.3 Discussion
While using the scene capture and sharing interface, most of the participants pointed out
that the reconstructed 3D point cloud set of the local work environment provided them
with a direct view of the entire workspace, making it easier to find the target object. The
task used in our study was mainly a searching task. Based on the results, we knew that
participants spent a significantly short time while using the scene capturing and sharing
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FIGURE 5.7: Subjective rating on user experience(∗: statistically significant
difference)
interface on item searching, which verified our assumption that capturing and sharing
the entire room-scale local scene as a 3D replica could decrease the object searching time.
However, the subjective rating feedback did not show significant differences between
the two interfaces for the impact on learning the local environment’s layout and guiding
the remote partner. Participants reported that seeing the view frustum of their partner
helped them figure out their partners’ current focus areas in the scene. However, there
was no real-time feedback during the task process to inform them if their partners had
found the right object or not because the 3D virtual scene was captured before the task
started and would not be updated during it. Furthermore, participants also mentioned
that using the hands to guide the local worker was natural; however, they could only
use gestures in a small field just in front of them. Otherwise, the system would be failed
to capture the hands. The depth sensor we used to capture the users’ hand gestures only
supported a small field of view, which limited the detection range.
In contrast, the oriented view interface supported current frame capturing and sharing
in real-time; therefore, participants said it was easier for them to control the task process
by seeing the partners’ actions while using this interface. In this case, they felt more
confident in completing the object searching task (Figure 5.5). However, this interface
only shared one frame at a time, which meant that the participants took more time to find
the target objects. Participants often used words like "look at your left side", "turn to your
right side" or "back to front" to ask the local workers to scan the local work environment
first before they could actually start the guidance. A few participants also pointed out
that if their own viewpoints were different from the local workers, they might see gaps
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in the 3D point cloud, making it challenging to identify the targets. This problem was
partly due to the occlusion caused by objects in the foreground blocking the view of the
local depth sensor.
Overall, each interface had its own advantages and disadvantages. Static scene capturing
and sharing could provide an overview of the large local workspace for the experts to
quickly locate the target position but without real-time feedback from the local side.
Therefore, the remote experts needed to pay more attention to whether or not the local
worker was following their guidance. On the other hand, the oriented view interface
could show a real-time view of the local workspace, but it was limited by the depth
sensor’s view angle and detection range, so this single frame view was presented in a
low resolution with little details. Therefore, participants performing as remote experts
needed to spend more time on target searching.
5.4 Conclusion
In this study, I have evaluated our prototype remote collaboration system that captured
and shared the entire local workspace as a single dense point cloud in the VR environ-
ment for the remote expert to have an independent viewpoint control. To investigate the
usability of our prototype system, we compared it with a single-frame oriented view
interface.
The results indicated that the participants were able to complete the object searching task
much faster with the scene capture system than the oriented view interface. However,
without real-time feedback, the remote expert could not identify if the worker following
the right guidance. In the next user study, I extended the current static scene capture
and sharing system to support real-time feedback from the local side. The local physical
work environment would be captured and mapped as a static 3D dense point cloud, and
at the same time, the system would also support the local live view to show real-time




Static Visual Representation with
Live Feedback
In this user study, I present a prototype MR system with a combination of different
view media to support remote collaboration between a local worker and a remote
expert in a large-scale workspace. By combining a low-resolution 3D point cloud of
the environment surrounding the local worker with a high-resolution real-time view of
small focused details, the remote expert could see a virtual copy of the local workspace
with independent viewpoint control. Meanwhile, the expert could also check the current
actions of the local worker through a real-time feedback view. We intended to evaluate
the following research questions:
• How do different representations of the view media affect the task performance of
remote collaboration?
• How do different representations of the view media affect the user experience,
including usability and social presence?
We conducted a pilot study followed by a formal study to evaluate our system by
comparing the performance of three different interface designs, showing the real-time
view in forms of a 2D first-person view, a 2D third-person view, and a 3D point cloud
view. We found no difference in average task performance time between the three
interfaces, but there was a difference in user preference. Each interface had its own
advantages and limitations, for example, the 2D first-person view was easy to monitor
the process, the 2D third-person view provided better co-presence experience, and the
3D point cloud view was more straightforward for observing the local changes.
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6.1 Pilot User Study
In order to evaluate the usability of our prototype system, we conducted a pilot study
comparing different real-time feedback approaches for the remote expert. This study
aimed to explore how different real-time visual representations of the local worker’s
space could affect the remote user’s performance while the local worker was working in
a large workspace.
6.1.1 Interface Design
Our study mainly investigated the remote expert’s user experience with different spatial
sharing technologies. We created a hybrid interface that combined a low-resolution
3D point cloud with a high-resolution real-time view for small focused details. The
advantage of the hybrid interface was that it provided large-scale static 3D information
simultaneously as real-time 2D or 3D detailed information.
Based on our current system setup, we could share two types of spatial information
from the local worker with the remote expert:
• A broad view of the surrounding background in a 3D virtual point cloud recon-
struction of the local environment.
• A small detailed foreground view with real-time feedback in terms of a 2D video
or a 3D point cloud based on the local worker’s current view.
We created three interfaces to investigate our system 1. Each of them had a 3D point
cloud background enabled, but with different foreground display approaches:
1. First-person view (FPV): A static 3D virtual point cloud of the local scene was
displayed as a background in the remote expert’s VR world. Real-time 2D video
of the local worker’s view was displayed at the top-right corner of the remote
expert’s view as a 2D window, which always followed the remote expert’s head
movement (see Figure 6.1 A).
2. Third-person view (TPV): A static 3D virtual point cloud of the local scene was
displayed as a background in the remote expert’s VR world. Real-time 2D video of
the local worker’s view was displayed as a 2D window and attached to the local
worker’s head view frustum in the remote expert’s VR world (see Figure 6.1 B).
1Video link of three interfaces: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFsp7A9z1TQ
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3. Point cloud view (PCV): A static 3D virtual point cloud of the local scene was
displayed as a background in the remote expert’s VR world. The current frame of
the local worker’s view was captured by a short-range depth sensor and rendered
as a 3D point cloud in the VR world to show real-time feedback from the local side
to the remote side (see Figure 6.1 C). Since the point cloud of the current view was
directly overlaid on top of the static point cloud set of the local scene, the remote
expert could directly see the current changes in his/her 3D VR space.
FIGURE 6.1: Three interfaces. A: 3D point cloud background with 2D
video foreground in first person view (FPV); B: 3D point cloud back-
ground with 2D video foreground in third person view (TPV); C: 3D point
cloud background with 3D point cloud foreground (PCV)
To achieve the above interface setup, we modified the design of our local worker’s VR
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headset. As shown in Figure 6.2, we used a long-range depth sensor (Intel RealSense
R200 with an operating range from 0.5m to 3.5m) to capture and rebuild the local scene
as the background view. At the same time, one high-resolution USB camera (with the
support of 1080p and 60fps) was used to capture the real-time 2D video of the local
workspace, and one short-range depth sensor (Intel RealSense SR300 with an operating
range from 0.2m to 1.5m) was used to capture the real-time 3D point cloud of the local
workspace. The two views from the USB camera and short-range depth sensor were
chosen to display as the foreground view based on the different requirements of each
interface design during the experimental tasks.
FIGURE 6.2: Local Headset setup
6.1.2 Tasks Design
Our study’s basic idea was to ask the participants performing as the remote experts
to guide the local worker to find target letters on LEGO models located at different
locations around the local workspace. There were two separate workspaces in our study.
The local task workspace was used for the local worker to perform physical tasks, and
the remote expert workspace was for the expert to support remote guidance.
Figure 6.3 shows one image of the local task workspace. There were eight LEGO models
randomly located in the workspace, along with some irrelevant objects to block the
views of the LEGO models from each other. Each LEGO model had one unique color
(either red, orange, light green, dark green, blue, yellow, white, or brown), so that objects
could be searched for based on their colors. Each LEGO model had three labels with
different colors and letters on it. The same as block colors, the label colors could be used
for searching for the target label on the target object.
Before each trial started, the system randomly picked one model color among the eight
possible colors as the target model color, and one label color on the target model. The
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FIGURE 6.3: Scene of the local task workspace
model color and label color were then shown on the remote expert’s VR display as the
object that needed to be found. Following this, the remote expert needed to guide the
local worker to find the target model first based on the model color, and then locate
the target label on the model based on the label color. When the local worker finally
saw the right label on the right model, the remote expert needed to read the four letters
on the label and press the trigger on the controller to finish the trial. The system then
automatically recorded the trial completion time and showed the next pair of target
model and label colors to the remote expert. For each interface, the remote expert had to
complete one training trial and five formal trials in total.
To guide the local worker, the remote expert first needed to find the target model
himself/herself. The low-resolution 3D point cloud background provided an overview
of the entire local workspace, which was a straightforward way for the remote expert
to locate the model position. However, while searching for the label on the model, the
resolution of the 3D background may not have been adequate. In this case, checking the
real-time high-resolution foreground view would be the right choice, especially if the
expert asked the worker to pick up and rotate the model for him/her to search.
From the study in Chapter 5, we found that experts’ hand gestures would be limited by
the depth sensor’s field of view. The remote experts needed to stare at their hands in
order to capture the guiding gestures, which could limit the expression of the guiding
cues. During this study, instead of using hand gestures, the remote expert was required
to hold one Vive controller in hand, which was rendered as a virtual wand in the VR
world (Figure 6.1). By using the wand, the remote expert could point to an object to
guide the local worker. Simultaneously, both the local worker and remote expert could
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talk to each other for communication. For the experiment, we set both the local and
remote users in the same large room, separated by a curtain, so that they could easily
talk to one another. However, the remote expert was not allowed to directly describe the
target model color or label color to the local worker. The local worker could also point
to physical objects by using his/her hands within the view of the head-mounted sensor,
which could be seen by the remote expert through the real-time foreground view.
6.1.3 Participants
Participants were recruited in pairs. During the study, one participant performed the
role of a remote expert while the other participant performed the role of a local worker.
After one participant experienced all the three interfaces, we asked the two participants
to switch their roles to rerun the study. Since the local workers used exactly the same
video see-through interface (introduced in Section 4.2) for all three conditions, we did
not measure the local worker’s performance in this user study, and only the feedback
from the remote experts was recorded. Five pairs of people (ten feedback in total) took
part in the pilot study, four women and six men, aged from 19 to 44. Most of them
had previous experience with video conferencing systems, such as Skype, Snapchat, or
WeChat, except one. All of the participants could identify the colors without any trouble.
6.1.4 Experiment Design
We used a within-subjects design, which required the participants to experience all the
three interfaces. At the beginning of the user study, participants were given a general
explanation about the features of the three interfaces and the procedures of the tasks in
detail. After this, they were asked to wear the VR headset to start the study.
The participants were exposed to the three interfaces in random order. For each interface,
participants had one training trial followed by five formal trials. For each formal trial,
the system automatically recorded the trial completion time. After all the five formal
trials of each interface were completed, participants were asked to answer the usability
related interview questionnaire on a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
agree). After the participants finished all the three interface trials, they were also asked
to provide opinions about each interface’s advantages and disadvantages and choose
the interface they liked to use the most.
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6.1.5 Experiment Results
Overall, 98.7% of the trials were completed correctly (only two errors of a total of
5*3*10=150 trials). We noticed that both errors were made by one participant who
accidentally identified the orange LEGO model as a red model.
Figure 6.4 shows the average task completion time with standard error. A one-way
repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to determine whether there was a statistically
significant difference in the average task completion time among the three interfaces.
There were no outliers, and the data was normally distributed for each interface, as
assessed by the boxplot and Shapiro-Wilk test (p > 0.05), respectively. We found no
significant difference in the task completion time, F(1.280, 11.521) = 1.590, P = 0.231, with
average task completion time increasing from 44.26 ± 9.02 seconds while using FPV to
48.15 ± 14.02 seconds while using TPV and to 57.16 ± 27.88 seconds while using PCV.
FIGURE 6.4: The average task completion time
Immediately after the trials for each interface, participants were asked to provide their
subjective feedback on some usability rating questions. To compare the Likert scale
ratings between the three interfaces, we used the Friedman test (α = 0.05). For those
results showing a significant difference between the three conditions, we ran post hoc
tests for pairwise comparison using the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test with Bonferroni
correction applied (α = 0.0167).
According to the Friedman test, there were significant differences in terms of “like to use”
among the three interfaces (χ2(2) = 6.414, p = 0.040). However, the Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank test indicated that there were no significant pairwise difference (TPV and FPV: Z =-
0.276, p = 0.783; FPV and PCV: Z = -1.983, p = 0.047; TPV and PCV: Z = -2.209, p = 0.027).
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The result also showed significant differences in terms of “easy to use” (χ2(2) = 12.519, p
= 0.002). Pairwise comparisons indicated that participants believed the PCV interface
was significant hard to use than FPV interface (Z = -2.549, p = 0.011) and TPV interface
(Z = -2.414, p = 0.016). No significant difference was found between FPV and TPV (Z =
0.000, p = 1.000) about which interface was easy to use. Furthermore, participants felt
significant different physical stress while using the three interfaces (χ2(2) = 13.867, p
= 0.002). For pairwise comparisons, significant differences were found between FPV
and TPV (Z = -2.555, p = 0.011), and between PCV and TPV (Z = -2.558, p = 0.011) on
physical stress, but no significant difference between FPV and PCV (Z = -0.707, p = 0.48).
For other usability rating questions, no statistically significant differences were found
between the three interfaces (Helpful: χ2(2) = 3.000, p = 0.223; Confident: χ2(2) = 4.846,
p = 0.089; Mental stress: χ2(2) = 2.774, p = 0.250). Figure 6.5 shows the average rating
for usability rating questions.
FIGURE 6.5: Results of the usability rating scale(∗: statistically significant
difference)
In the post-experiment questionnaire (Figure 6.6), 50% of the participants chose the
FPV interface as the one that they preferred most to use in a remote collaborative task.
Statements by participants about their choices included: "it was easy to check what the
partner was working on", "the other person’s presence was obvious to me" and "this interface
requires less physical movements in order to find the correct objects". Thirty percent of the
participants selected the TPV interface as their first choice because: "the view screen is
bigger than the first-person view and image is more clear" and "this interface makes me feel the
presence in the scenario". Only two participants out of ten said they preferred to use the
PCV interfaces. They thought the PCV interface had some unique advantages, such as:
"the 3D point is direct and specific" and "it is very easy to find the target label in the first place".
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FIGURE 6.6: User preference rank for different types of interfaces
6.1.6 Discussion
To summarize the results, all three interfaces enabled the remote expert to guide the
local worker on completing some physical tasks in the large workspace. However, no
significant statistical difference was found in the average task completion time for each
of the interfaces. Based on the subjective feedback, we believed that all three interfaces
had their own advantages and disadvantages.
In terms of the FPV interface, participants provided positive feedback about seeing the
3D background and 2D foreground simultaneously. They thought it was straightforward
for them to check the real-time feedback from the local worker through a 2D video
window that always followed their view. They had the ability to monitor the local
workspace changes through the duration of the tasks with less physical movement.
However, some of them also mentioned that the first-person view window was small,
and it was sometimes hard to see the view clearly.
For the TPV interface, as the 2D video window followed the local worker’s viewpoint
movement, participants indicated this interface was helpful for them to understand their
partners’ actions in the scene. It was easy for them to confirm whether or not their partner
was following their commands. Furthermore, the 2D video window of this interface
was more notable and apparent than the FPV interface. However, this interface required
the remote experts to move a lot to catch the real-time local view, since they could only
see it behind the local worker’s virtual view frustum. Therefore, participants felt more
physically stressful while using this interface than the other two views. Another issue
reported by the participants was that this third-person view sometimes blocked the view
of the 3D background in the VR space, and interrupted their guidance. As shown in
Figure 6.7, when the local worker was too close to the workspace, the worker’s view
frustum, the 2D foreground video and the 3D background point cloud sometimes mixed
together and blocked the views of each other.
PCV interface displayed the local changes precisely the same as where they took place
in the local physical workspace. However, due to the narrow field of view of the depth
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FIGURE 6.7: The local worker’s view shown in the TPV interface. The
local worker’s view frustum blocked the view of the remote expert
sensor and the poor point cloud resolution (less than 320*340 points for each frame),
it took more effort for the experts to guide the local workers to find the right target
label. Participants turned to spent more time on completing the tasks while using this
interface, but not significant. Therefore, they rated this interface as the most difficult
to use during a remote collaborative process. Only two participants out of ten chose
this interface as the one they most preferred to use. The other limitation reported by
the participants was that they were not sure whether or not the local worker focused
on the target model until the worker finally moved the model. While using the PCV
interface, the experts could only know the worker’s view direction based on the virtual
view frustum, without one focus point. Furthermore, since the static background and
changeable foreground point cloud were always mixed together, this may also decrease
the usability of this interface design. Overall, this interface was considered significantly
more challenging to use than the other two interfaces by participants.
6.2 Formal User Study
Due to the small sample size of our pilot study, we decided to re-run our user study to
see if we could get a more significant statistic result. Since the resolution of the current
real-time point cloud for the PCV interface was extremely low, and this point cloud
was directly overlaid on top of the static background point cloud scene, it was hard for
the experts to identify which was the background scene and which was the foreground
view. Therefore, it was significantly difficult for experts to observe the local changes in
the shared VR space compared to the other two interfaces. To deal with this problem,
we designed an alternative interface to replace the PCV interface. Details of this new
interface setup were described in the following section.
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6.2.1 Experiment Setup
Due to the limitations of our PCV interface design, we changed this interface into one
with a switchable view (SWV). As shown in Figure 6.8, while using this SWV interface,
the user could switch his/her view between a static 3D point cloud reconstruction of the
local workspace and a live 2D video of the local scene. Each of these two views covered
the user’s entire field of view at one time. During the tasks, the user needed to press one
button on the controller to switch between these two views according to his/her own
requirement. Since the USB camera used to capture the 2D live view was attached to the
local worker’s headset, we could only provide the local worker’s first-person view as
the 2D foreground. In this case, the remote expert experienced a viewpoint shift while
switching between the 3D and 2D views.
FIGURE 6.8: The switchable view interface
All of the three interfaces (FPV, TPV, and SWV) in our formal study combined a static
3D point cloud reconstruction to show the physical layout of the local workspace and a
real-time 2D video to show the current changes of the objects in the local workspace. In
this formal user study, we measured how well the 3D static background combined with
a 2D live foreground could support remote collaborative tasks in one MR system setup.
We used the same task design as the pilot study. Participants performed as remote
experts and guided the local worker to find the target label attached to specified LEGO
models based on a pre-defined label color and model color. When the target label was
located by the local worker, the remote expert needed to read the letters on the label.
The detailed task process was discussed in Section 6.1.
We used a within-subjects design, which required the participants to experience all the
three interfaces. Participants were recruited in pairs, one as the expert and one as the
worker. At the beginning of the user study, participants were given a general explanation
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about the features of all three interfaces and the procedures of the tasks in detail. Then
they were required to put on the headset to start the study.
The participants experienced the three types of interfaces in random order. For each
interface, participants had one training trial followed by five formal trials. After partici-
pants finished all the trials for one interface, they were asked to answer questions on
the usability and social presence related questionnaire on a Likert scale from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). After the participants finished all the three interface trials,
they were asked for their opinions about the advantages and disadvantages of each
interface, and to choose one of the interfaces which they preferred to use most. Then, we
asked the pair of participants to switch the roles and rerun the study.
Fifteen pairs of participants were recruited, seven women and twenty-three men, aged
from 21 to 39. Most of them had previous experience with video conferencing systems,
such as Skype, Snapchat, or WeChat, except one. Twenty-one people had experienced at
least one AR or VR application. All of the participants could identify the colors without
any trouble. Since each pair of the participants run the study twice, we received thirty
feedback in total.
6.2.2 Experiment Results
Figure 6.9 shows the average task completion time with standard error. A one-way
repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to determine whether there was a statistically
significant difference in the average task completion time among the three interfaces.
The data were normally distributed for each interface, as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk
test (p > 0.05). We found no significant difference in the task completion time, F(2, 54)
= 0.134, P = 0.875, with an average task completion time of 29.98 ± 8.52 seconds while
using FPV, 30.68± 11.73 seconds while using TPV and 29.36± 10.71 seconds while using
SWV.
We also noticed that, compared to the pilot study (Figure 6.4), participants spent less
time completing the guiding tasks while using FPV and TPV interfaces. The local
workspace in the pilot study was smaller compared to the formal study; therefore, the
objects we placed in the workspace seemed to be more close to each other, which could
cause complicated occlusion issue than the formal study. This might be the reason why
participants spent less time in the formal user study.
Participants were asked to immediately provide their subjective feedback on some
usability rating questions after the five formal trials for each interface. A Friedman test
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FIGURE 6.9: Average task completion time
(α = 0.05) was used to determine whether there was a statistically significant difference
in the usability rating scales. For those results showing a significant difference between
the three conditions, we ran post hoc tests for pairwise comparison using the Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank test with Bonferroni correction applied (α = 0.0167).
According to the Friedman test, participants felt significant different mental stress while
using different interfaces (FPV: median = 2.5, interquartile range = 1.000; TPV: median
= 3.0, interquartile range = 2.250; SWV: median = 2.0, interquartile range = 1.000; χ2(2)
= 6.256, p = 0.044). Pairwise comparisons indicated that participants felt significant
mentally stressed while using TPV interface than using SWV interface (Z =- 2.575, p =
0.01). No significant difference was found between TPV interface and FPV interface (Z
=- 2.206, p = 0.027), and between SWV interface and FPV interface (Z =- 0.428, p = 0.668)
in terms of mental stress. In addition, participants also experienced significant different
physical stress while using different interfaces (FPV: median = 3.0, interquartile range =
1.250; TPV: median = 4.5, interquartile range = 2.250; SWV: median = 3.5, interquartile
range = 3.000; χ2(2) = 7.506, p = 0.023). For pairwise comparisons, significant differences
were found between TPV and FPV (Z = -3.191, p = 0.001), and between SWV and FPV (Z
= -2.576, p = 0.010) on physical stress, but no significant difference between SWV and
TPV (Z = -0.492, p = 0.622). For other usability rating questions, no statistically significant
differences were found among the three interfaces (Like to use: χ2(2) = 0.194, p = 0.907;
Easy to use: χ2(2) = 0.506, p = 0.776; Helpful: χ2(2) = 1.649, p = 0.439; Confident: χ2(2)
= 0.076, p = 0.963). Figure 6.10 shows the average rating for usability rating questions.
The social presence questionnaire (SoPQ) [48] we used in our study included four
sub-factors: Co-presence (CP), Attentional Allocation (AA), Perceived Message Un-
derstanding (PMU) and Perceived Behavioral Interdependence (PBI). Each of these
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FIGURE 6.10: Results of the usability rating scale (∗: statistically signifi-
cant difference)
sub-factors consisted of six closely interrelated questions scaled from 1 (strongly dis-
agree) to 7 (strongly agree), which represented a group of Likert scale measurements. To
analyze Likert scale data, we first calculated a composite score from the six questions
for each sub-factor [110], then one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to
determine whether there was a statistically significant mean difference among the three
view interfaces.
Overall, we found no significant difference in social presence over the three interfaces
(F(1.892, 54.861) = 0.635, p = 0.525) as shown in Figure 6.11. We also analyzed each
sub-factor and found statistically significant differences in CP over the three interfaces
(FPV: mean = 5.433, standard deviation = 0.734; FPV: mean = 5.817, standard deviation =
0.666; FPV: mean = 5.400, standard deviation = 0.765; F(2, 58) = 4.357, p = 0.017). Post
hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that participants gained statistically
significant better feeling in co-presence while using TPV compared to FPV (0.383(95%CI,
0.009 to 0.757), p = 0.043), and while using TPV compared to SWV (0.417(95%CI, 0.001
to 0.832), p = 0.049), but no significant difference between FPV and SWV (0.033(95%CI,
-0.372 to 0.438), p = 1.000). For other sub-factors, we did not found any significant
differences (AA: F(1.445, 41.914) = 0.732, p = 0.445; PMU: F(2, 58) = 0.118, p = 0.889; PBI:
F(2, 58) = 0.891, p = 0.416).
After the study tasks, we also asked the participants to select the best interface they pre-
ferred to use for collaborative tasks. As shown in Figure 6.12, twelve participants chose
the FPV interface as the one they most preferred to use, compared to nine participants
who chose TPV, and nine participants who chose SWV. A chi-square goodness-of-fit test
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FIGURE 6.11: Results of the Social Presence questionnaire (CP: Co-
presence, AA: Attentional Allocation, PMU: Perceived Message Under-
standing, PBI: Perceived Behavioral Interdependence, and SoP: Overall
Social Presence; ∗: statistically significant difference)
was conducted on this user preference ranking. There were no statistically significant
differences in the number of participants of user preference ((χ2(2) = 0.600, p = 0.741).
FIGURE 6.12: User preference about which interface they preferred best
for collaborative tasks
6.2.3 Discussion
Overall, we did not find any significant differences in user performance based on the
average task completion time. We need to further investigate the user performance by
gathering other types of objective data in the following study. We believed that all three
interfaces had their own advantages and disadvantages based on the subjective user
rating questions and post-experiment questions.
Based on the result, we received almost the same feedback as the pilot study for the
FPV interface. The FPV interface supported a continuous 3D static background view
and 2D live foreground view at the same time. 40% of the participants ranked this view
interface as the best interface to support remote collaboration. Compared to the other
two interfaces, FPV showed a significant advantage in decreasing the experts’ physical
stress. The experts could observe both background and foreground view simultaneously
through the entire collaborative process. Therefore, the participants could focus on the
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guiding task. However, participants also pointed out that the live video window was
small for clear visualization.
The TPV interface was useful for understanding remote partner’s actions since it required
the remote experts to locate the partner’s view frustum in the shared VR world to catch
the real-time feedback from the local side. In this case, the participants indicated that
the local worker was significantly obvious to them and caught their attention during the
task process while using this interface (Co-presence). However, the current local view
attached to the worker’s view frustum was quit unstable if the worker kept moving. In
order to catch the local view, the remote experts were required to follow the worker’s
movement, which significantly increased the users’ physical stress.
For the SWV interface, participants reported that it could provide a clear view of both the
3D point cloud scene and the 2D real-time feedback since each of these two views covered
the entire visual field at one time. However, switching views also caused a viewpoint
jump between the expert and the worker, which might interrupt the guiding process.
Participants always spent some time on figuring out where the current viewpoint was
after the view switching. We noticed that some of the participants would prefer to keep
using the 2D live video view through the entire guiding process to avoid this viewpoint
jump.
6.3 Conclusion
In this study, I presented a prototype remote guiding system with a hybrid interface
combining a low-resolution 3D point cloud scene with a high-resolution real-time view.
In this case, the remote expert had an overview of the local workspace with independent
viewpoint control and the sense of spatial distribution. Meanwhile, they could also
check the local worker’s actions based on the real-time 2D video or 3D point cloud
feedback.
Although we designed different interfaces to present this combination of the two types
of views, there was no statistical difference in the task performance on average task
time spent with our remote collaboration system. However, we found that the FPV
interface required less physical movement, and the TPV interface could support better
user experience in terms of co-presence, and the SWV interface had the advantage of
reducing mental stress compared to TPV.
In the next study, I focused on analyzing the users’ behaviors while using our MR
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remote collaboration system with one hybrid interface. I intend to evaluate how remote
users behave during different task stages. The answer to this question may help us to





In this research, I investigated how users behaved during the remote collaborative
process while using an MR interface, especially for remote experts. Unlike the study
from Chapter 6, view interfaces with different features were provided for the experts at
the same time, so that they could decide which features to use based on the current task
goal and situation.
In the first part of our user behavior analysis, we combined three viewing interfaces for
the remote expert, 1) a 3D static point cloud view, 2) a 2D live first-person view, and 3)
a 2D live God-like view. We measured the amount of time spent on each interface in a
single task and collected usability feedback from participants. Based on the feedback,
we found that the 2D live God-like view was limited by its FOV and was rarely used
by users. Therefore, in the second part, we replaced the 2D live God-like view with a
360° panorama view and redesigned the experiment task to simulate an item arranging
scenario in a large office room. We found that the remote experts prefer to learn the
local physical layout and search for the targets with a global perspective from the 3D
static view. The results also showed that the experts chose to use the 360° live view with
independent view control rather than the 2D first-person view with high-resolution
imagery to control the task procedures and check the local worker’s actions. These two
studies contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of interface design for MR
remote collaboration systems in various guiding scenarios.
7.1 User Behavior Analysis: Part One
A remote collaboration task can typically be divided into several stages, including
understanding the local physical layout, searching for the targets, guiding the local
worker, and completing the task goal. Therefore, remote experts face different issues
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during each stage of the task, and they may have different interface requirements to
support them on specific stage goals.
In the user study from Chapter 6, we set up one switchable view interface (SWV) to
compare with the other two interface designs (FPV and TPV). In the current user study,
we further improved our interface design by integrating a God-like view into the SWV
interface. In this case, we provided a combination of a group of three views (a 3D static
point cloud background view, a 2D live first-person video view, and a 2D God-like view),
and users could choose which view they needed to use based on the different situations
they might face.
In this user study, we explored the basic principles of the interface design for different
task stages while using an MR based remote collaboration system. We conducted a
formal user study by analyzing remote experts’ behaviors while using the combination
of three different views during the collaborative process.
7.1.1 Experiment Setup
Interface Design
When remote experts work on collaborative guiding tasks, they often need to achieve
a task goal following several steps. We describe these steps, together with the corre-
sponding interface design requirements and solutions, in Table 7.1. We aimed to meet
these interface requirements through the solutions we proposed using a switchable MR
interface combined with three view modes.
In this study, we explored three views for the remote experts to understand the current
local situation and provide real-time guidance to satisfy all the interface requirements
from Table 7.1. Each of the views enabled the expert to observe the local workspace in
one specific way:
• 3D point cloud view: The static 3D point cloud of the local scene was displayed in
the remote expert’s VR view to show the geometric layout of the local worker’s
workspace (see Figure 7.1 A). This view was designed to help learn the local
geometry layout and search for target objects.
• 2D live first-person view: The local worker’s first-person view was captured and
streamed to the remote side in the form of 2D video (Figure 7.1 B). This view
could enable the remote expert to understand the local worker’s focal point with a
high-resolution video view, which was helpful for detailed manipulation.
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• 2D live God-like view: A top-down view of the entire local workspace was live
captured and streamed to the remote side to give the remote expert a straightfor-
ward overview of the local work environment (Figure 7.1 C). This view was also
designed to help search for target objects.
TABLE 7.1: Task process, interface requirement and design solution




Show the task goal to
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Display the task goal





Show the view of the
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static scene of the
local workspace in
the form of a 3D
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Guide the local





and speech to the










view to the remote
expert while the




goal, such as guide
the local worker to
finish the manipulation




and speech to the
local side to enable
communication
All three views were displayed as small foreground picture-in-picture windows on the
right side of the remote expert’s VR display (see Figure 7.1). During the tasks, the experts
could freely switch between these views by clicking one button on a hand held controller.
When one view was selected, it would automatically display as the background of the
remote expert’s view, and the corresponding foreground picture-in-picture window
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would be highlighted with a red frame. In this case, the remote experts could make their
own choices to use any of these views to complete the task goal based on the purpose of
each task step.
FIGURE 7.1: The combination of three view interfaces. A: 3D point cloud
view; B: 2D live first-person view; C: 2D live God-like view
Task Design
We set up the task process the same as the study introduced in Section 6.1 since this task
design required the remote experts to follow all the six steps we defined in Table 7.1. To
achieve the task goal, the remote experts needed to guide the local worker to find the
right label on the right LEGO model in the local workspace.
As shown in Figure 7.2, we randomly put eight LEGO models in the local workspace
together with some irrelevant objects to block the direct view of some of the LEGO
models. Each LEGO model had one unique color (red, orange, light green, dark green,
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blue, yellow, white, or brown) so that the remote expert could search for them based on
their colors. In addition, each model was labeled with three different colors and letters
at random positions. The remote expert could guide the local worker to the target model
based on the model color and then find the right label based on the label color.
FIGURE 7.2: Scene of the local task workspace
At the beginning of each trial task, the system indicated the target object by randomly
showing one model color among the eight model colors, and one label color among the
three label colors in the remote expert’s VR view (Table 7.1:step 1). Before the expert
could start providing guidance, he usually needed to learn the spatial layout of the local
workspace (Table 7.1:step 2) and find the target model by him or herself (Table 7.1:step 3).
After this, the expert could guide the local worker to find and pick up the target model
(Table 7.1:step 4). Based on the desired label color, the expert tried to find the target label
on the model by asking the local worker to rotate the target model (Table 7.1:step 5).
Finally, the expert asked the local worker to read the letters on the target label to finish
the trial task (Table 7.1:step 6). To complete one user study, the remote expert had to
finish one practice trial and five formal trials in total, in each of which they had to guide
the worker to find one target model and read one target label.
During the tasks, the remote expert was required to hold a VIVE controller in one hand,
which was rendered as a virtual wand in the VR world. Using the wand, the remote
expert could point to an object to guide the local worker. We used a controller instead of
natural hand tracking here because hand tracking was not accurate enough and could
only be tracked over a small range (also check Chapter 5). Both the local worker and
remote expert could talk to each other. For the experiment, we set both the local and
remote users in the same large lab room, separated by a curtain. However, the remote
expert was not allowed to directly describe the target model color or label color to the
local worker. The local worker could also point to physical objects by using his/her
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hands within the view of the head-mounted sensor, which could be seen by the remote
expert through the first-person view interface. By pressing the trigger on the controller,
the remote expert could freely switch between the three interface views.
Participants
The participants were recruited in pairs: one for the role of the expert and the other for
the role of the worker, and then exchanged the roles. Since the local worker used the
same video see-through interface no matter which view was active on the remote side,
we did not measure the local worker’s performance in this user study. The study results
were only recorded when the participants played the role of remote expert. A total of
thirty-eight people took part in the study, twelve women and twenty-six men, aged from
20 to 43. Most of them had previous experience with video conferencing systems, such
as Skype, Snapchat, or WeChat, except for two people. However, fifteen of them had not
used any VR or AR applications before. For those who had VR or AR experience, only
two of them used these kinds of applications daily, while others had only tried them
several times. All of the participants could identify the object colors without any trouble.
Data Collection
Task completion time was collected for the researchers to analyze user performance. In
addition, the duration of each interface’s use during one trial and the interface switching
frequency were also recorded for the objective analysis of user behavior.
After the participants finished all five formal trials, they were asked to answer questions
in a questionnaire on a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Some
of the questions were related to usability performance, such as “I think this system was
easy to use”, “I felt confident using the system”, and “I felt the interface was mentally
stressful”. We also asked the participants to choose their preferred view interface under
various categories related to the different task purposes covered in Table 7.1.
7.1.2 Experiment Results
The collected data consisted of both subjective feedback and objective measurements
from the thirty-eight participants. We analyzed interface-related behaviors when a
remote expert provided guidance on the local physical tasks, and we had a further
discussion to address some other observations.
We assumed the participant performing as an expert always knew what to do and what
was correct during the tasks, which simulated a real-world situation. In a real guiding
task, the expert’s role was to lead the worker to achieve the task goal in the right way.
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In this case, the outcome of the task was always considered to be correctly completed.
Therefore, we did not analyze the task accuracy in this user study. If an expert confirmed
that the local worker read the correct letters on the right model, no matter whether the
model and label colors were the same as those provided by the system, we considered
that the task had been correctly completed. In fact, we noticed that only one participant
accidentally identified the orange LEGO model as a brown model.
The results showed that participants spent, on average, 52.73 seconds (sd = 22.38) to
complete one trial task. We also measured the average duration of use for each type of
view during one trial task. From Figure 7.3, we see that participants spent almost the
same time with the 3D point cloud view (an average of 25.19 seconds, sd = 9.94, 48%) and
the 2D first-person view (an average of 25.07 seconds, sd = 19.09, 47%). However, the
2D God-like view was rarely used (an average of only 2.46 seconds, sd = 2.46, 5%). With
a one-way repeated measures ANOVA, the average duration of use for the three views
was statistically significantly different (F(1.298, 48.041) = 43.065, p < 0.0005). For pairwise
comparisons, there was a significant difference in the average duration of use between
3D point cloud view and 2D God-like view (p < 0.0005), and between 2D first-person
view and 2D God-like view (p < 0.0005), but no significant difference between 3D point
cloud view and 2D first-person view (p = 1.000).
FIGURE 7.3: Average duration of use of each view interface
In our study, participants switched views among different view modes about 5.51 times
(sd = 4.07) per trial on average. Most of the participants (31 out of 38) switched views
during the tasks in order to take advantage of each view type for completing the goals
of different task steps. However, five participants chose to use only the 3D point cloud
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view during the entire task process, while two participants chose to use only the local
2D first-person view (Table 7.2). Those participants that only used the point cloud view
spent less time (mean = 32.2 seconds) on completing the tasks. On the other hand, only
using the local first-person view (mean = 67.6 seconds) took much more time than the
other two interfaces.
TABLE 7.2: Interface choices of users
Number Percentage Avg. Task Time(s)
Switching interfaces 31 81.6% 55.1
Using point cloud view only 5 13.2% 32.2
Using first-person view only 2 5.3% 67.6
Figure 7.4 showed the rating feedback for the usability test on a 7-point scale (1: strongly
disagree – 7: strongly agree). The results showed most of the participants rated positively
on Q1 to Q6 (Q1: median = 5, mode = 6; Q2: median = 6, mode = 6; Q3: median = 6,
mode = 6; Q4: median = 6, mode = 6; Q5: median = 6, mode = 6; Q6: median = 6, mode =
6). One-sample Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test showed participants rated significant higher
than neutral level rating for those questions (Q1: Z = 3.414, P = 0.001; Q2: Z = 4.645, P
< 0.05; Q3: Z = 5.344, P < 0.05; Q4: Z = 4.844, P < 0.05; Q5: Z = 5.308, P < 0.05; Q6: Z
= 5.309, P < 0.05). For the questions on mental and physical stress, results showed the
remote experts’ feeling as Q7 (median = 2.5, mode = 2) and Q8 (median = 3.5, mode =
2). One-sample Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test showed participants rated significant lower
than neutral level rating for Q7 (Z = -2.871, P = 0.004), but no significant difference was
found for Q8 (Z = -1.515, P = 0.13).
FIGURE 7.4: The usability rating feedback
In addition, we also asked the participants to choose one of the three views we provided
as the best approach for remote collaboration according to different task objectives
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(Figure 7.5). These task objectives covered the task steps we mentioned in Table 7.1. For
example, item searching happened during step 3 and step 5, guiding happened during
step 4 and step 6, detailed manipulation happened during step 6, and communication
happened through all the six steps. A chi-square goodness-of-fit test was conducted to
determine whether an equal number of participants chose each of the three view inter-
faces as the best based on different task objectives. The minimum expected frequency
was 12.7. The results indicated that the three view interfaces were not equally preferred
by the participants for all types of task objectives (target searching: χ2(2) = 8.579, p =
0.014; communication: χ2(2) = 19.632, p < 0.05; guiding: χ2(2) = 8.895, p = 0.012; detailed
manipulation: χ2(2) = 38.105, p < 0.05).
FIGURE 7.5: User rank for different types of tasks (∗: statistically signifi-
cant)
Over half of the participants (55%) chose the 3D point cloud view as the most useful one
for target searching (Local 2D first-person view: 26% and 2D God-like view: 19%). For
communication, 55% of the participants thought that the local 2D first-person view was
more natural, while 45% chose the 3D point cloud view, and none of them chose the 2D
God-like view. In terms of guiding, the 3D point cloud view received the highest rank
(53%) in contrast to the local 2D first-person view (34%) and the 2D God-like view (13%).
At the same time, most participants (79%) selected the local 2D first-person view as the
most useful for detailed manipulation. In particular, none of the participants thought
that the 2D God-like view was helpful for detailed manipulation.
7.1.3 Discussion
Based on our research results, we found that our remote-side participants preferred to
view the 3D point cloud replica of the local space rather than the 2D God-like view while
trying to understand the spatial layout of the local working environment and searching
for the targets (Figure 7.5: item searching). This could be because the 3D point cloud
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view provided participants with a more natural way to interact with objects and perceive
spatial distribution, similar to how they would do in the real world. For example, to
check the surrounding situation, one participant usually first located himself/herself
in the environment as a reference, and the locations of other objects were considered
relative to this reference. Participants even said, “I can feel and touch the objects on the
local side.” In fact, there was no tactile sense, but they felt this feeling while immersing
themselves in the shared 3D point cloud VR scene. Moreover, the experts could have a
fully independent viewpoint from the local worker, which was a critical approach for
increasing the remote collaborative experience, as discussed in Chapter 2. However, the
3D point cloud scene was static and was captured before the trial tasks started, and with
a low resolution. While the users performed detailed manipulation of the target objects,
such as finding and reading letters on the LEGO models, this view was no longer useful
once the models had been moved. In this case the experts required a clear real-time view
of the target objects.
The 2D God-like view was designed to be helpful for target searching in one collaborative
task. However, based on the average duration of use of each view interface (Figure 7.3)
and user preference ranking (Figure 7.5), this view was rarely used during the study.
From the post-experiment feedback of the question “What issues are there for each
interface?”, we could see that the God-like view had several problems: (1) It was
captured by a single fixed-view camera with a narrow field of view. Although it could
provide a useful overview, some objects were still wholly or partly blocked by others (as
shown in Figure 7.2). (2) In order to capture the entire view of the room-scale workspace,
the camera needed to be placed high enough; therefore, small objects might have been
too hard to identify. (3) It was hard for the experts to navigate the local worker to the
target location since they might lose their sense of direction while switching to the 2D
God-like view. To overcome this problem, participants suggested that we should set up
multiple God-like cameras from different angles or one 360° camera to capture the local
workspace, which might increase the usability of this view interface.
In our test, most participants chose to use the local 2D first-person view to read the letters
on the target LEGO models (Figure 7.5: detailed manipulation). This view interface
supported a high-resolution image of what the local worker was looking at; however,
some participants also indicated that the local first-person view was quite unstable,
and the field of view was quite narrow. For example, one participant, “without the
image-stabilization system, I can quickly feel dizzy while using the 2D first-person view.”
Figure 7.1 shows the view design of our system. In order to show the experts what
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view options the system supported, all three views were always shown on the right
side of the experts’ VR display as picture-in-picture windows, no matter which view
was active. From the feedback of the five participants who only used the 3D point
cloud view to complete the tasks (Table 7.2), we found out that in fact they used the
active 3D point cloud view for target searching and the non-active local 2D first-person
view from the small picture-in-picture window for label searching and letter reading. A
previous study [71] showed that remote experts expressed a strong preference to the view
which provided the greatest sense of control. In our study, view switching provided
participants with a sense of control. However, it may also increase the participants’
cognitive load in choosing which view interface to use for the current task purpose.
Therefore, participants spent less time on completing the tasks while using a 3D point
cloud view only than switching views since they did not waste time on choosing which
view to use.
The two participants who used the local 2D first-person view only thought that the
low-resolution point cloud was not capable of supporting them in target searching.
They would like to have had a more clear local view throughout the whole task process.
However, the local 2D first-person view was captured by one head-mounted sensor, and
the field of view was narrow. The expert did not have an independent view control
compared to the other two interfaces. Prior work [111] showed that increased view
independence led to faster task completion time and a decrease in the amount of time
spent on communicating. Therefore, because of the limited view independence of the
2D first-person view, the participants spent more time on communication as well as the
overall task completion time in our study.
In addition, we did not measure the local workers’ performance as they used the
same video see-through interface to follow the remote guidance and interact with the
surrounding environment. However, we still noticed that the local workers always
moved carefully and slowly to ensure they would not hit the objects in the physical
world. They reported that "the position of the object in the real world was not the same as I saw
through the VR display." The view provided by the video see-through display was narrow
and hard for them to perceive the objects’ depth. In other words, the video see-through
display separated the local workers from their surrounding physical environment and
led to incorrect spatial perception.
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7.2 User Behavior Analysis: Part Two
In this part, we first tried to improve our system design to address the limitations found
in the study from the first part, such as using AR glasses for the local worker, replacing
the 2D God-like view with a 360° panorama view, and supporting world stabilized
annotation for guiding cues. We then conducted our user study based on a device
organizing task in a large office space, which simulated a real collaborative scenario
where experienced staff guided new staff to organize a set of new devices just arrived in
the office.
Since our system supported a fully independent sense of control for the remote experts,
we intended to check if the experts’ behaviors followed each of our view interfaces’
design goals. We have the following hypotheses related to each task process we described
in Table 7.1:
H1 : The experts will prefer to use a global view to learn the local physical layout
(Step 2) based on usability evaluation and user experience analysis;
H2 : The experts will prefer to use a global view to search for the targets (Step 3) based
on usability evaluation and user experience analysis;
H3 : The experts will prefer to use a global view to guide the local worker (Step 4)
based on usability evaluation and user experience analysis;
H4 : The experts will prefer to use a real-time high-resolution view to check the
local situation in a focused area (Step 5) based on usability evaluation and user
experience analysis;
7.2.1 Experiment Setup
Based on the results and user feedback from the previous user studies, we discovered
some system design limitations of our original MR based remote collaboration system,
as shown in Table 7.3. Due to these limitations, the capabilities of our system might not
meet the performance and usability requirements. For example, the workers require
better spatial perception to interact with physical objects, and the experts need a clear 3D
view to identify the targets. Therefore, the user’s behavior sometimes was different from
what we expected. In this section, we introduce modifications to our original remote
collaboration system design, which could further improve the user experience of one
remote collaborative task.
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TABLE 7.3: MR based remote collaboration system design limitations
Hardware:
Video see-through VR headset
1) Narrow field of view;
2) Separate the local worker from
the physical world;
View interface:




1) Narrow field of view;
2) Unstable;
2D God-like view
1) Narrow field of view;
2) Hard to navigate the local worker;
Virtual cues:
Guiding cues
1) Only support pointing with one
virtual wand;
Other cues
1) View frustum always block the 3D
point cloud background
Local system setup
Instead of wearing the HTC Vive VR headset, the local worker wore AR glasses (Magic
Leap 1 1) as shown in Figure 7.6. The Magic Leap display provides an optical see-through
view for the local worker. Therefore, the worker could directly see and interact with
their surrounding physical environment with virtual remote guidance cues overlaid on
top of the real world. We also rendered the remote expert’s head as a red avatar with a
semi-transparent view frustum to show the expert’s location and view orientation. In
this case, the worker could feel like he or she was sharing the same workspace as the
remote expert.
Remote system setup
Our updated system design still focused on using three types of views (Figure 7.7) to
support the remote expert in learning the local situation and providing remote guidance
via the VR display. Each of the views was designed to evaluate some of the hypotheses
we described above:
• 3D static view (Figure 7.7 A): The local workspace was captured and displayed as
a combination of the 3D static point cloud and pre-defined 3D mesh models. This
view was designed to help the remote expert learn the local physical layout (H1)
1https://www.magicleap.com/
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FIGURE 7.6: The local system setup. A: Local worker’s optical see-through
view. Remote guidance cues overlaid directly on top of the real world;
B: The local worker directly sees and interacts with the local physical
workspace; C: The remote expert’s head avatar and semi-transparent
view frustum
and search for the targets (H2). The remote expert may prefer to guide the worker
by using this view (H3).
• 2D live first-person view (Figure 7.7 B): The local worker’s first-person view
was captured by the Magic Leap camera and streamed to the remote side in the
form of live 2D video. This could enable the remote expert to understand the local
worker’s focal point with a high-resolution video view, which helped with detailed
manipulation and the task process management (H4).
• 360° live God-like view (Figure 7.7 C): The local workspace was captured and
streamed to the remote side in the form of a 360° live video. The view was also
considered to help the remote expert learn the local physical layout (H1) and
search for the targets (H2).
It was challenging to use one depth sensor to capture detailed information of one large
workspace due to hardware and software limitations, such as low resolution, failure of
depth capture, and failure of data stitching. In our study, we combined the 3D point
cloud (objects on tables) and some pre-defined 3D mesh models (tables and walls) to
present the local environment in the VR space, which could enhance spatial immersion
for the remote expert (Figure 7.8). We also updated the God-like view from a limited
2D view to 360° panorama view (captured by the RICOH THETA V 2 and streamed in
4K resolution), and aligned this 360° view to the 3D static view. Therefore, the remote
2https://theta360.com/en/about/theta/v.html
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experts could smoothly switch between these two views without losing their sense of
direction.
FIGURE 7.7: The combination of three view interfaces. A: 3D static view;
B: 2D live first-person view; C: 360° live God-like view
We also enhanced the guiding cues by enabling the remote experts to draw lines in the
3D world. By pressing the trigger button of the controller holding in hand and moving
the controller (rendered as a virtual wand in the VR world) in space, the experts could
draw lines in the 3D VR space. These line annotations were world stabilized and could
be observed by the local worker through the AR glasses (Figure 7.6). In this case, during
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FIGURE 7.8: Local workspace. A: Local physical workspace; B: 3D static
reconstruction of the local workspace
the collaborative task process, besides pointing and speech, the remote expert could also
use annotations to indicate the target object or navigate the worker to the target location.
Furthermore, we rendered the partner’s virtual head avatar identical to the worker’s
head location and orientation in the physical world (Figure 7.9). Therefore, both the
worker and the expert were brought into the same VR environment, having a similar
collaborative experience as if they were face-to-face.
FIGURE 7.9: The remote expert’s VR view
Task design and study environment
The user study was conducted in two separate spaces. The local worker was in an office
room sized approximately 12m x 6m (Figure 7.8 A), while the remote expert was in a
space beside the office room with an approximate size of 3m x 3m. The office room
that the local worker stayed was the main task space for collaboration, including six
tables along with the wall (left side) and seven tables along with the windows (right
side). The local worker could freely move inside this room. The 3D reconstruction of
this room was generated as a combination of 3D point cloud and mesh models before
the study. We set up one 360° camera on the ceiling, which enabled 360° overviews of
the entire office room. The remote expert’s workspace was mainly a free walking space
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with no furniture, which prevented the expert from hurting himself while wearing the
VR headset. However, the size of the remote workspace was much smaller than the
local workspace. In order to ensure the remote expert could reach any position in the
reconstructed local virtual scene, we supported a teleport function (Figure 7.10). When
the expert pointed the wand to the ground, he/she could see a blue circle and teleport
to that position with a button pressed on the handheld controller.
FIGURE 7.10: Teleportation in the VR space
In this study, we simulated a simple real work scenario. We assume that some new
devices arrived at the office, and a worker was asked to organize and arrange them in
the office. However, the worker did not know which tables the devices should be put
on. Therefore, a remote expert would provide help with organizing these devices. This
trial task could also cover the task process step we defined in Table 7.1. Initially, we put
all the devices (target objects) on one table in the office (Figure 7.11 A). The expert was
given a description of the target device and the target location where the device should
be placed (step 1). Then he needed to first find the target device on the table (step 2
& 3), and instruct the worker to grab it (step 4). After this, the expert should search
for the target location (step 2 & 3), and navigate the worker to this location (step 4).
Finally, when the worker reached the target location, the expert asked the worker to
place the device at the target location and checked if the worker put the device correctly
(step 6). The trial task ended once the remote expert confirmed that the target device
was placed in the correct required location. For this task design, we did not require the
remote expert to manipulate or analyze the target object; therefore, we ignored step 5 in
Table 7.1.
There were two task conditions, depending on how the target location was described.
The first type of task (Visual Condition) instructed the expert to find the target location
based on the visual description, such as color (Figure 7.11). For example, "Please put
the blue headset in the place with a yellow marker." Since the 3D reconstruction was
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aligned to the real-world coordinate system, the expert could use either of the three view
interfaces to search for the target location. The second type of task (Spatial Condition)
described the spatial configuration and relationship of the target location. For example,
"Please move the white headset to the center of the third table from the left." This was
done to determine if the task description also played a role in affecting the remote
collaboration performance.
FIGURE 7.11: Task setting. A: Target devices were placed on one table
and needed to be arranged in the office room. B & C: The color markers in
the real world were used to indicate the target locations based on visual
description. D & E: The color markers in the virtual world were used to
indicate the target locations based on visual description
The task description was shown in the remote expert’s VR view as text. To complete
one study, the remote expert had to finish one practice trial and three formal trials for
each task condition. In each trial, they had to guide the worker to grab the correct
device and then place it in the right target location. The order of task conditions was
counterbalanced to reduce bias.
Data collection and measurements
We collected both objective and subjective feedback from each task condition. Since
the local workers used the same AR interface throughout the whole study, we did not
measure the local workers’ performance in this user study. The study results were only
recorded when the participants played the role of the remote expert.
We assumed that the participants acting as the remote expert always knew what to
do and what was correct during the tasks, which simulated a real-world situation. In
this case, the outcome of the task was always considered to be correctly completed.
Therefore, we did not measure the task accuracy in this user study. We collected the
task completion time as the indication of task performance, and the duration of use
of each view interface and the view switching frequency as the objective measure for
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user behavior. We also tracked the experts’ movement while using each of the view
interfaces.
We used questionnaire responses to collect subjective feedback from participants. For
each task condition, we measured user experience through a Single Ease Question
(SEQ) [103], and some custom rating items from Theophilus et al. [113]. To evaluate the
usability of our MR based remote collaboration system, we used the System Usability
Scale (SUS) [13]. We also used the Networked Minds Social Presence Questionnaire
(SoPQ) [48] and the MEC Spatial Presence Questionnaire (SpPQ) [120] to measure the
sense of being together, and the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [59] to measure
motion sickness. At the end of the questionnaire, participants were asked to rank the
three views under various categories and explain why they made these ranking choices.
Study procedure
Before the study started, the researcher briefly introduced the study information to the
participants and asked them to sign the consent form once they decided to participate.
A pair of participants were recruited together, one performed as the expert, and the
other performed as the worker. The expert was asked to complete a pre-experiment
questionnaire with general information and an SSQ to measure the ground level of
motion sickness. Then a training session was held for the participants to learn how to
switch the view, draw annotations and teleport in the space, which took around five
minutes.
During the task process, the worker was asked to wear the Magic Leap glasses and
interact with the physical world following the expert’s guidance. The expert was asked
to wear the HTC Vive HMD with the option to switch between three view interfaces at
any stage of the task process. The expert could use pointing, speech, and annotation
to communicate with and guide the local worker on completing the tasks. Once they
completed one task condition, including one practice trial and three formal trails, the ex-
pert answered a per-condition questionnaire (SEQ questionnaire). Then, they proceeded
into the second task condition. After completing this task condition, the expert was
asked to fill another per-condition questionnaire followed by SSQ questionnaire and a
post-experiment questionnaire. Since the expert used the same VR interface for both task
conditions, the results for social presence, spatial presence, and system usability were not
affected by this independent variable. In this case, we only asked the remote expert to
answer the SoPQ, SpPQ, and SUS questionnaires in the post-experiment questionnaire.
We also asked the worker to provide some subjective feedback by interviewing him/her
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after the study. This interview was audio recorded. Then, we asked the pair of partici-
pants to switch the roles and rerun the study.
7.2.2 Experiment Results
A total of 28 people took part in the study, 11 women and 17 men, aged from 15 to 35.
Most of them had previous experience with video conferencing systems, such as Skype,
Snapchat, or WeChat, except for three people. Five of them had not used any VR or AR
applications before.
Task performance
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was run to determine the effect of different task
conditions over view interfaces on the average task completion time. Analysis of the
data showed that there was normality, as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality.
There was a statistically significant two-way interaction between view interfaces and
task conditions, F(2, 54) = 5.881, p = 0.005. Therefore, we run post hoc analysis the main
effects of View interfaces and task conditions.
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine whether there was
a statistically significant difference in average task completion time between Visual
Condition and Spatial Condition. The results showed that, overall, participants spent
more time with Spatial Condition (66.36± 20.96 seconds), as opposed to Visual Condition
(59.03 ± 18.192 seconds), a statistically significant increase of 9.33 (95% CI, 0.09 to 18.58)
seconds, F(1,27) = 4.289, p = 0.048 (Figure 7.12). We also evaluated the average task
time spent on each interface between these two task conditions. There was a significant
difference of the time spent in the 3D static view (F(1,27) = 7.687, p = 0.010). No
significant difference was found for 2D first-person view (F(1,27) = 0.431, p = 0.517) and
360° God-like view (F(1,27) = 1.087, p = 0.306).
Since our system enabled the remote experts to switch between three view interfaces
at any stage of the task process, participants might behave differently based on their
personal preferences. Time spent on each view interface played an essential role in
showing the participants’ focuses and interests. We used a one-way repeated measures
ANOVA to determine whether there were statistically significant differences in average
task time over three view interfaces during one task process. Data are mean ± standard
deviation unless otherwise stated.
While participants searching for the target location based on the visual description,
the average duration of use showed a statistically significant difference in our device
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FIGURE 7.12: Average task completion time for each task condition (∗:
statistically significant difference)
organizing task over the three view interfaces (F(1.497, 40.414) = 154.82, p < 0.0005), with
43.42 ± 13.34 seconds in the 3D static view, 4.77 ± 5.15 seconds in the 2D first-person
view, and 10.83 ± 7.70 seconds in the 360° God-like view (Figure 7.13). Post hoc analysis
with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that participants statistically spent significantly
more time in the 3D static view than the 2D first-person view (38.65 (95% CI, 32.19 to
45.11) seconds, p < 0.0005), and more time in the 3D static view than the 360° God-like
view (32.60 (97% CI, 25.43 to 39.76) seconds, p < 0.0005), and more time in the 360°
God-like view than the 2D first-person view (6.06 (95% CI, 2.05 to 10.06) seconds, p =
0.002).
While participants searching for the target location based on the spatial configuration,
the average duration of use showed a statistically significant difference in our device
organizing task over the three view interfaces (F(1.383, 37.343) = 28.81, p < 0.0005), with
52.90 ± 16.10 seconds in the 3D static view, 4.26 ± 4.94 seconds in the 2D first-person
view, and 9.19 ± 6.18 seconds in the 360° God-like view (Figure 7.13). Post hoc analysis
with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that participants statistically spent significantly
more time in the 3D static view than the 2D first-person view (48.65 (95% CI, 40.90 to
56.40) seconds, p < 0.0005), and more time in the 3D static view than the 360° God-like
view (43.72 (95% CI, 36.79 to 50.64) seconds, p < 0.0005), and more time in the 360°
God-like view than the 2D first-person view (4.93 (95% CI, 1.13 to 8.74) seconds, p =
0.008).
Overall, participants spent, on average, 48.17 seconds (sd = 11.75) in the 3D point cloud
view, 4.52 seconds (sd = 4.26) in the 2D first-person view, and 10.01 seconds (sd = 5.94)
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FIGURE 7.13: Average time spent on each view interface (∗: statistically
significant difference)
in the 360° God-like view (Figure 7.13) for each trial task. The average duration of use
showed a statistically significant difference in our device organizing task over the three
view interfaces (F(1.627, 43.932) = 325.16, p < 0.0005). Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni
adjustment revealed that participants statistically spent significantly more time in the
3D static view than the 2D first-person view (43.65 (95% CI, 38.40 to 48.90) seconds, p <
0.0005), and more time in the 3D static view than the 360° God-like view (38.16 (97% CI,
32.81 to 43.50) seconds, p < 0.0005), and more time in the 360° God-like view than the
2D first-person view (5.50 (95% CI, 2.06 to 8.93) seconds, p = 0.001).
In our study, all of the participants tried to switch views during the study in order to
take advantage of each view interface. On average, they switched 4.98 times (sd = 2.37)
per trial task. No significant difference was found based on a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
in the number of view switches between the two task conditions (Z = -0.286, p = 0.775)
(Figure 7.14).
We recorded which view interface was used by the participants to check and confirm that
the local worker correctly completed each trial. In our case, the remote expert needed to
make sure the worker grabbed the right device and put it in the right location. So we
recorded the view interface that was active at the end of each trial. Figure 7.15 showed
the result in a total of 84 trials for each task condition (n = 28 x 3). We analyze the two
task conditions individually. A chi-square goodness-of-fit test indicated statistically
significant differences in the number of view interfaces that participants chose to check
the final task situation for both task conditions (visual description: χ2(2) = 94.57, p <
0.0005; spatial configuration: χ2(2) = 69.50, p < 0.0005). We ran post hoc tests for pairwise
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FIGURE 7.14: Average view switching times for each task condition
comparison using a Binomial test (α = 0.0167) for each task condition, the results are
shown in Table 7.4.
FIGURE 7.15: View interfaces participants chose to check the final task
situation for each task condition (∗: statistically significant difference)
We used a heat map to present the remote experts’ movement in the shared VR space
during the studies (Figure 7.16). The brighter part of the heat map indicated that the
participants moved to this location more frequently. For our devices organizing tasks,
participants usually started by searching for the target device on the table with all the
devices, which required them to move around the table. From the heat map, we could
find out that most participants chose to use the 3D static view to search for the target
device. The remote experts also needed to search for the target location where the device
should be placed. This behavior could cause the participants to move frequently in the
shared space. According to the heat map, the 3D static view was most used for this
searching process since participants made continuous and frequent movement while
using this view interface.
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TABLE 7.4: Pairwise comparison of the interface used to check the final
task situation
Visual description Spatial configuration
3D static view vs
2D first-person view
p = 0.791 p = 0.824
3D static view vs
360° God-like view
p <0.0005 p <0.0005
2D first-person view vs
360° God-like view
p <0.0005 p <0.0005
FIGURE 7.16: Heat map of remote experts’ total movement in the shared
VR space. The brighter part of the heat map indicated that the participants
moved to this location more frequently
While one participant switched to the local worker’s first-person view, his/her position
also jumped to where the local worker was, then followed the local worker’s movement
while this view was active. We noticed that participants usually asked their partners
to stand still and stare at one specific area for them to check the real-time local changes
while using the 2D first-person view. After they confirmed the local situation, they
usually switched the view away. Therefore, there was little movement, and the position
distribution was not continuous for the 2D first-person view in the heat map.
While participants switched to the 360° God-like view, their positions were teleported to
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the corresponding location where the 360° camera was in the real physical world. The
viewpoint of the 360° God-like view was a fixed position. Participants could rotate their
heads to observe the entire local workspace based on the panorama view without the
ability to change the position of the viewpoint. Therefore, there was rarely movement in
the heat map.
User experience
All of the rating questions for user experience were answered on 7-point scale items
(SEQ [103] – 1: very difficult – 7: very easy; All other questions [113] – 1: strongly
disagree – 7 strongly agree). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted to determine
the complexity of each task condition based on participants’ subjective ratings on user
experience. Of the 28 participants recruited to the study, 14 participants thought search-
ing the target location based on visual description was easier than based on spatial
configuration, whereas seven participants thought the spatial configuration condition
was easy and seven participants saw no difference. There was statistically significantly
different in ratings of ease of searching when participants searched for the target location
based on visual description (medians = 6) compared to spatial configuration (medians
= 5), z = -2.174, p = 0.030 (Figure 7.17). We also found that participants enjoyed the
experience significantly more while searching the target location based on spatial config-
uration rather than visual description (z = 2.070, p = 0.038). No significant difference
was found regarding being able to focus on the task activities (z = 0.855, p = 0.392), nor
on understanding their partners’ focus (z = -1.070, p = 0.285).
FIGURE 7.17: Results of the user experience questionnaire (∗: statistically
significant difference)
Social presence
The social presence questionnaire (SoPQ) [48] we used in our study included four
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sub-factors: Co-presence (CP), Attentional Allocation (AA), Perceived Message Un-
derstanding (PMU) and Perceived Behavioral Interdependence (PBI). Each of these
sub-factors consisted of six closely interrelated questions scaled from 1 (strongly dis-
agree) to 7 (strongly agree), which represented a group of Likert scale measurements. To
analyze the Likert scale data, we first calculated a composite score from the six questions
for each sub-factor, then calculated the mean for central tendency and standard deviation
for variance [110]. As shown in Figure 7.18, compared to the neutral level rating, the
results indicated that participants rated positively on CP (mean = 6.01, sd = 0.80), PMU
(mean = 4.62, sd = 0.39), PBI (mean = 5.50, sd = 0.78) and overall SoP (mean = 4.94, sd =
0.49). However, participants rated negatively on AA (mean = 3.65, sd = 0.58).
FIGURE 7.18: Results of the Social Presence questionnaire (CP: Co-
presence, AA: Attentional Allocation, PMU: Perceived Message Under-
standing, PBI: Perceived Behavioral Interdependence, and SoP: Overall
Social Presence)
Spatial presence
We used two sub-factors, Spatial Presence Self Location (SPSL) and Spatial Situation
model (SSM), from SpPQ [120] to evaluate the experts’ spatial presence. Each of these
sub-factors consisted of four Likert rating items from 1 (Fully disagree) to 5 (Fully agree).
Similar to the SoPQ, we analyzed the central tendency of the results as a whole, as well
as in each sub-factors. The results showed that participants rated positively on SPSL
(mean = 4.21, sd = 0.67), SSM (mean = 4.32, sd = 0.42) and overall SpP (mean = 4.27, sd =
0.48) (Figure 7.19).
System usability
In terms of SUS [13], a one-sample t-test was conducted to determine whether usability
scores rated by recruited users were different from the average system usability scale
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FIGURE 7.19: Results of the Spatial Presence questionnaire (SPSL: Spatial
Presence Self Location, SSM: Spatial Situation model, and SpP: Overall
Spatial Presence)
score of 68 [102]. Usability scores were normally distributed, as assessed by Shapiro-
Wilk’s test (p = 0.670), and there were no outliers in the data, as assessed by inspection
of a boxplot. Data are mean ± standard deviation unless otherwise stated. The mean
usability score (74.20 ± 13.99) was higher than the average system usability scale score
of 68, a statistically significant difference of 6.20 (95% CI, 0.77 to 11.62), t(27) = 2.343, p =
0.027.
Simulator sickness
Figure 7.20 presented the average score of the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [59]
before and after taking our user study. SSQ consisted of 14 symptoms rated questions
on a scale of (0: none – 9: severe). A Shapiro-Wilk test found that our data did not
follow a normal distribution (p < 0.0005), so we used a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for
statistical analysis. Of the 28 participants, twelve participants claimed increased motion
sickness after using our system, whereas seven participants reported a decrease and
nine participants felt no changes. Overall, the result showed no statistically significant
increase in motion sickness symptoms after using our MR based remote collaboration
system (z = 1.797, p = 0.072).
User preference
In terms of preference, participants were asked to choose one of the three views we
provided as the best approach for remote collaboration according to different task
objectives (Figure 7.21). A chi-square goodness-of-fit test was conducted to determine
whether an equal number of participants chose each of the three view interfaces as the
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FIGURE 7.20: Results of the Simulator Sickness before and after using our
MR based remote collaboration system
best based on these task objectives. The results indicated that the three view interfaces
were not equally preferred by the participants for guiding (χ2(2) = 19.143, p < 0.0005),
communication (χ2(2) = 23.217, p < 0.0005) and item searching (χ2(2) = 22.357, p <
0.0005). Over half of the participants preferred to use the 3D static view interface
for guiding, communication, and item searching. Therefore, we suggest that the 3D
representation of the local physical workspace played an important role in remote
collaborative experiences. However, all three interfaces were equally preferred by the
participants in terms of understanding the partner’s focus (χ2(2) = 1.786, p = 0.409). We
ran post hoc tests for pairwise comparison using Binomial test (α = 0.0167) for each task
objective, the results showed in Table 7.5.
FIGURE 7.21: User preference for different task categories among the
three view interfaces (∗: statistically significant)
We also asked the participants to rate on a 5-point scale (1: strongly disagree – 5:
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3D static view vs
2D first-person
p <0.0005 p <0.0005 p <0.0005 p = 0.332
3D static view vs
360° God-like
p = 0.002 p = 0.006 p = 0.009 p = 1.000
2D first-person
vs 360° God-like
p = 0.453 p = 0.125 p = 0.289 p = 0.332
strongly agree) on how much they agreed with the statement “view switching is smooth”
and “view switching is comfortable.” The results (Figure 7.22) showed that most of
the participants rated positively on view switching being smooth (median = 4) and
comfortable (median = 4). One-sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests showed that these
ratings were significantly different from a neutral level rating (smooth: Z = 2.745, p =
0.006; comfortable: Z = 2.368, p = 0.018).
FIGURE 7.22: Rating on view switching experience between the three
view interfaces
7.2.3 Discussion
Overall, the results indicated that our MR remote collaboration system’s usability score
was significantly higher than the average SUS score. Our system enabled the remote
expert to freely navigate in a 3D VR environment to gain a better spatial awareness with
the perception of the worker’s actions. Therefore, participants also rated positively on
overall social presence and spatial presence. However, participants ranked negatively
on attentional allocation, which means that both remote and local users could easily be
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distracted from their partners when other things happened. We did not find a statistically
significant difference in motion sickness before and after our study. We also found that
participants ranked the statements “view switching is smooth” and “view switching is
comfortable” positively from the post-experiment feedback. This might be the reason
why participants did not experience significant motion sickness while using our system.
3D static interface
Most of the time, participants chose to use the 3D static view interface (Figure 7.13) no
matter what the task condition was. This was also supported by the user study from
the first part of this chapter. We also noticed that all the participants chose to start
the task process and learn the local physical layout by using the 3D static view, which
verified our hypothesis H1: “The experts will prefer to use a global view to learn the
local physical layout.”
The device organizing tasks for this study mainly focused on larger-scale searching for
the target item and location, which required more changes of the experts’ point of view
(POV). In other words, participants were required to move a lot in order to find the target.
Based on the heat map (Figure 7.16), we found that participants had smooth movement
while using the 3D static view. On the other hand, they rarely moved while using the
other two view interfaces. Therefore, we believed that participants mainly used the 3D
static view for target searching in our study. Furthermore, a majority of participants
(75%) also chose the 3D static view as the best approach for item searching based on
user preference ranking (Figure 7.21). In this case, we could verify our hypothesis H2:
“The experts will prefer to use a global view to search for the targets.”
We observed that all of the participants chose to make some annotations in the VR space
by using the 3D line drawing function to indicate the target device and target location,
together with words like “Grab the item which I marked” or “Put the headset on the table
where the arrow points to.” We also noticed two participants even tried to draw lines from
where the worker stood to the target location to show the moving path for the worker.
The line drawing function only worked for the 3D static view since it was a challenge
for us to correctly project 2D annotations into the 3D space while using the other two
view interfaces. Therefore, in our study, participants mainly chose to use the 3D static
view to guide the local worker. User preference ranking on guiding also supported this
finding, which verified our hypothesis H3: “The experts will prefer to use a global view
to guide the local worker.”
In terms of user preference, besides item searching and guiding, participants also showed
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their preference for communication while using the 3D static view in this study (Fig-
ure 2.21). This is different from what we observed in part one, in which 55% of the
participants preferred to use 2D first-person view for communication. The device orga-
nizing tasks required more changes of the experts’ POV for large-scale item searching,
whereas the label reading task from the last study focused on small-scale manipulation
with a high-resolution focused view. Prior work [71] indicated that the POV controlled
by the expert improved user performance while dealing with tasks that required more
changes of the POV. The 3D static view supported fully independent viewpoint control
for the experts, and participants tended to show their preference for the approach which
could provide more help for completing the tasks. Therefore, they ranked the 3D static
view interface as the best, not only for item searching and guiding but also for commu-
nication in this study. In this case, the best view interface for communication was task
dependent.
From the user study in part one of this chapter, we learned that the resolution and
quality of the point cloud captured from a depth sensor could not handle a large-scale
workspace. In this study, we updated our 3D static scene from a single point cloud set to
a combination of point cloud and 3D mesh models. The result showed that participants
spent much more time with the 3D static view than the other two (Figure 7.13). However,
there were still some limitations for our current 3D static view. For example, participants
mentioned, “The table models are not exactly the same as the real table in the office”, and “It is
unable to move objects in the 3D global view”.
2D first-person view
The heat map (Figure 7.16) indicated that participants tried to use the 2D first-person
view throughout the whole task process since their positions were spread over the
map. The first user study in this chapter showed that a real-time first-person view was
useful for checking detailed information of one small focused area. However, the device
organizing task did not require the same high-resolution focus view as the previous label
reading task. Participants also pointed out that “In theory, it should work well, but sharing
a person’s view easily leads to nausea” and “the Magic Leap camera’s position is not the same as
my partner’s eyes, so I don’t always see what he was looking at from the first-person view.” The
first-person view was unstable and not natural enough, so participants quickly switched
away from this interface. Therefore, the position distribution was not continuous for
the 2D first-person view on the heat map, and participants spent less time on this view
interface (Figure 7.13).
Based on the finding of the first user study, we found that participants chose to use
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the 2D first-person view to check the local task situation. In this study, we intended to
check if the participants preferred to use a real-time high-resolution view to check the
local situation (H4). However, from Figure 7.15, we knew that participants in fact chose
mostly to use the 360° God-like view to check if the worker completed the task correctly.
Although we supported 4K resolution for the 360° God-like view, the resolution of this
view was still smaller than the 2D first-person view in the same FOV. Therefore, we failed
to verify our hypothesis H4: "The experts will prefer to use a real-time high-resolution
view to check the local situation in a focused area ." Participants may have used the 360°
God-like view instead of the 2D first-person view to check local task situation because it
provided view independence. Participants even said that "My partner did not cooperate
when I asked him to watch the targets in the first-person view, so I can only use the 360° view to
check the local situation" and "I need to talk more to ask my partner to watch the target area."
360° God-like view
From the heat map, we found that participants rarely moved after switching to the 360°
God-like view since they could only rotate their heads to observe the captured panorama
view of the local workspace. From Figure 7.15, we also found out that participants
preferred to use this view to check the local situation. We aligned the orientation of the
360° God-like view with the 3D static view. While participants switched the view from
3D to 360°, they experienced the viewpoint jumping. However, they still watched the
same direction with independent view control, which enabled them to quickly relocate
to the area they would like to check. The view independence could have played a
significant role for participants choosing to use the 360° God-like view to check the local
situation, as shown by prior work [73] [113].
Visual Condition vs Spatial Condition
The results indicated that participants spent significantly less time on completing the
task when the target locations were described by visual cues in color. The subjective user
experience feedback verified this. Participants thought that searching the target location
by visual cues was significantly easier than spatial configuration. For Visual Condition,
they reported that “The color markers are more obvious for me.” For Spatial Condition, they
emphasized that “I usually count the tables at least twice in case I do not make mistakes.”
We tested the time spent on each view between these two task conditions, and only
found a significant difference for the 3D static view. The difference between these two
conditions was how to search for the target location, and participants mainly used the
3D static view for searching. In this case, there was an increase in the time spent on
searching for the Spatial Condition. We believe that searching for the target using the
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spatial configuration might increase the participants’ cognitive load, which caused an
increase in task completion time. However, participants also showed their preference
in searching for the target by spatial configuration rather than visual description. We
noticed that participants usually stood still and counted the tables while searching by
spatial configuration, whereas they needed to move a lot while searching by visual
description.
Local user feedback
Overall, local users thought that observing the remote guidance overlaid on top of the
real world was novel and helped them to complete the task. They reported that “The
annotation was quite straightforward and accurate for me to understand the guidance” and
“Seeing the virtual head of the remote user made me feel like he was actually moving around
me”. However, they also pointed out that the 3D annotations sometimes might not be
correctly aligned with the target object. The local and remote users observed the targets
from different locations and directions, which could lead to the visual misalignment in
the 3D space if the annotation was far from the targets. We asked the experts to draw
the annotations as close as possible to the target to reduce this visual dislocation.
Local users also reported that they usually followed their partners’ movements to check
the possible annotation cues. However, if the remote experts teleported in the VR space,
the head avatar used to present them in the local space would jump to another location.
Therefore, the local users might lose where their partners were and had to relocate them.
They suggested that adding a visual effect to show the path of teleportation would help
them increase task performance.
7.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present two user studies to analyze the remote experts’ behaviors
while using an MR based remote collaboration system. The result showed that remote
experts prefer to use a global view to learn the local physical layout, search for the
targets, and provide guidance. We also found that the experts chose to use the 360° live
view with independent view control rather than the 2D high-resolution first-person view
to control the task procedures and check the local worker’s actions.
Based on the user behavior analysis from this chapter, we could summarize some
interface design guidelines for room-scaled remote collaboration:
• A global view, such as capturing and sharing the entire local workspace as an
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integrated 3D scene, can increase the expert’ spatial awareness and support view
independence, which is better for the remote expert to learn the local physical
layout and search for the targets.
• A live view with view independence, such as the 360° live God-like view, can help
the remote experts to check the local situation and control the task process.
• A high-resolution live view, such as the 2D live first-person view, shows an advan-
tage in supporting detailed manipulation.
• A virtual representation of the remote partner in the shared VR environment can
effectively indicate to users where their partner is, which is helpful for them to
track the partner’s action and control the task process;
• World-stabilized 3D line drawing supports the experts in a variety of ways to show
guidance cues, such as indicating the targets, leading the moving path, and even
writing text instruction in space.
From the second study in this chapter, we still found some limitations of our MR based
remote collaboration system. For example, the shared 3D scene did not support object
segmentation; therefore, it was unable for the experts to move the virtual target in the
VR world to support more intuitive guidance. Furthermore, our system setup only
enabled remote collaboration in an indoor environment because the 3D capture devices
required cables linked to one powerful PC. In the next chapter, we discuss how we re-
implemented our MR remote collaboration system on mobile devices, enabling people
to use it anywhere and anytime. In addition, we tried to build a 3D triangulated mesh
from the captured 3D point cloud to increase the resolution of the shared scene.
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Mobile Based Remote Collaboration
The scene capturing and sharing remote collaboration system I introduced in previous
chapters required VR headsets connected to the PCs, which could only be tested in
indoor environments. In order to support remote collaboration in a common and real
working scenario, in this chapter, we implemented our MR remote collaboration system
on mobile devices that enabled an expert to provide remote real-time assistance anytime
and anywhere.
By using the Google ARCore 1 position tracking, we could integrate the keyframes
captured by one external depth sensor attached to the mobile phone (Samsung Galaxy s8)
into one single 3D point-cloud data set to create a copy of the local physical environment.
This captured local scene was then wirelessly streamed to the remote side for the expert
to view while wearing a mobile VR headset (HTC VIVE Focus 2). In this case, the remote
expert could immerse himself/herself in the VR scene and provide guidance while
feeling like sharing the same work environment as the local worker.
8.1 System Setup
In this chapter, we ported our previous desktop-based system from chapter 4 to mobile
devices to improve the usability and user experience (Figure 8.1). Instead of wearing a
cumbersome headset connected to a PC, the expert only needed to use a light-weight self-
contained headset (the HTC Vive Focus) during the tasks. At the same time, the display
device on the local side was switched from a VR headset to an Android smartphone 3.
The prototype of our proposed mobile collaboration system was subdivided into three
1https://developers.google.com/ar/
2https://enterprise.vive.com/us/vivefocus/
3Video link for mobile setup: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRLVEShl-wY
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logical sub-systems: (1) the local capturing and viewing system which supported the
worker on completing the task (Figure 8.1A), (2) the remote guiding and viewing system
which enabled the expert to provide guidance (Figure 8.1C), and (3) a PC server was
responsible for point cloud fusion and mesh triangulation.
FIGURE 8.1: The mobile-based MR remote collaboration system. A: The
local worker held a mobile phone to capture the local scene and observe
the remote guidance via the display. B: The mobile phone with a depth
sensor attached on the back for scene capture. C: The Remote expert
observed the captured local environment in VR and provided guidance
with a controller. D: The Remote expert’s view with static point cloud
background and local view frustum enabled in the VR display.
To capture the local scene, we attached a depth sensor (the Orbbec Astra Mini long-range
sensor 4) to an Android smartphone (Figure 8.1 B). While the local worker held the phone
and walked around, the system could capture a set of 3D point cloud data from different
locations. Using the ARCore position tracking solution, these single-frame point clouds
could be transferred into the same VR world coordinate system. Once captured, these
single-frame point clouds were wirelessly streamed to a desktop PC, which acted as
one server. On the server side, the 3D point clouds would be stitched together into one
integrated single point cloud set (Figure 8.2) using the same keyframe-based registration
method from our PC-based remote collaboration system introduced in Section 4.4.
If the current frame was detected as one keyframe, the server would automatically fuse
this keyframe with the previous keyframes and wirelessly stream the data of this new
keyframe to the remote side. In this case, the remote system was only responsible for
rendering one keyframe at a time. We restricted the color and depth maps received
from the depth sensor to a resolution of 320 * 240 pixels. Therefore, at one time, the
system only processed no more than 320 * 240 points (noise points were deleted based
on pre-defined depth boundary). Our system could achieve 30 fps on both the local and
the remote side, and 20 fps on the sever.
4https://orbbec3d.com/product-astra-pro/
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FIGURE 8.2: A captured scene. A: Keyframe registration based on a series
of related frames (10-20 frames); B: After registration the entire scene was
captured as 3D point cloud
The remote expert could view the captured local scene from the self-contained VR
display on the remote side. The Vive Focus world-scale tracking enabled the remote
expert to freely move around in the 3D VR world while navigating to the target location.
Furthermore, we tracked the local mobile phone position with the support of the ARCore
library and rendered it as a view frustum in the remote VR world. In this case, the remote
expert could observe the partner’s movement and focus during the guiding process,
which reproduced the same natural environment as two people working face-to-face
in the real world. One limitation of this setup was that the mobile phone was held in
the worker’s hand, so the mobile phone position was not the same as the position of the
local worker’s head.
The scene capturing needed to be processed before the task started, so it could not
show real-time changes during collaborative tasks. To solve this issue, we also streamed
real-time 2D video captured by the local mobile phone to the remote side via the PC
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server, and displayed it together with the worker’s view frustum in the remote expert’s
VR view (same as the TPV interface setup in Chapter 6). During the collaboration task,
the remote expert could learn the local workspace’s spatial layout and search for target
objects by using the background 3D point cloud scene and provide detailed guiding
cues by using the live 2D local video.
Besides, the PC server could render the captured local point cloud into one integrated
triangulated mesh (Figure 8.3) to support physical interaction for the remote expert 5.
The triangulation process started after the scene capture process completed on the server.
The point clouds from all the keyframes were integrated as one single data set. Using
the Point Cloud Library 6 (PCL library), we could calculate the triangulated mesh for
this data set. The processing time depended on the number of keyframes we saved. It
usually took around five seconds to transfer the point cloud data contained 15 to 20
keyframes into one triangulated mesh. The PC server streamed the triangulated mesh
to the remote side once it was created. By using this mesh, we could support more
interaction cues for the remote expert. For example, the remote expert could put a virtual
ball on top of the table mesh, and the local worker would see this ball as an AR element
overlaid on top of the real table through the mobile phone display. In the next step,
we intended to attach high-resolution textures to this triangulated mesh. In this case,
instead of using point cloud, we can present the local scene as one textured mesh with
much more details for the remote expert.
During the task process, the local mobile phone was used as a video see-through display.
To provide direct guidance, pointing information from the remote side was also streamed
back to the local side as AR cues overlaid on top of the local video. The current Vive
Focus controller only had 3DOF orientation tracking; therefore, it could not be used as a
direct pointer in the VR space. When the expert pressed the trigger on the controller in
our system, a virtual laser ray was rendered from the top of the controller model. By
rotating the controller in hand, the expert could use this laser ray to point to the target
object.
For the PC server, we used a PC set up with an Intel Core i7, 32GB RAM, and NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1060 GPU, running Windows 10. This local PC was responsible for point
cloud fusion, mesh triangulation, and switching data between the local and remote
systems. We used a network socket to wirelessly stream data based on UDP connection
5Video link of mesh triangulation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZRnyBH16rc
6http://pointclouds.org/
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FIGURE 8.3: The triangulated mesh built from the point cloud of the local
scene
via the NETGEAR Nighthawk X6 WiFi Router. The data exchange could achieve real-
time. Unity engine was used for the scene rendering, and both the local and remote
systems could run at 30 fps during the collaborative process.
8.2 The Collaborative Task Process
Figure 8.4 shows the data flow during different steps of our mobile-based remote collab-
orative experience. To complete a collaborative task, the local worker held the mobile
phone with the depth sensor attached and first scanned the local physical workspace
before the collaboration task started. The point cloud captured could be seen on the
smartphone display and shared with the remote expert in real-time using wireless data
streaming via the PC server. Once the entire local workspace was captured (as judged
by the local worker), he/she could press a button on the touch screen to finish the scene
capture process. The server would then automatically combine the point cloud set into
one triangulated mesh and stream this mesh information to the remote side.
After the local scene was captured and shared as a 3D point cloud between the local and
remote users via the PC server, the remote expert could start guiding the local worker to
complete the target task goal (Figure 8.1). At this stage, the local mobile phone screen
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FIGURE 8.4: Data flow from local system to remote system via the server
would switch into a video see-through display to show the remote AR guidance cues
overlaid on top of the real-time 2D local video. By holding the smartphone with one
hand to check the remote guidance cues, the local worker could use the other hand to
interact with the physical objects in the real work environment to achieve the task goal.
On the remote side, the expert could use the hybrid interface displayed in the self-
contained VR headset that combined the 3D static point cloud background with the
2D real-time foreground video to control the task process. This interface was designed
the same as the third-person view (TPV) interface introduced in Chapter 6, which
showed the advantage in enhancing the perception of co-presence. A static 3D virtual
point cloud of the local scene was displayed as a background in the remote expert’s
VR world. Real-time 2D video of the local worker’s view was attached to the local
worker’s view frustum as a 2D window. By holding the controller and pressing the
trigger, the remote expert could point to the 3D virtual objects in the VR world with
the laser ray. Simultaneously, verbal communication was also enabled for the remote
expert in controlling the guidance process. Furthermore, since the triangulated mesh
was applied and overlapped with the 3D point cloud background, the remote expert
could also place pre-defined 3D virtual objects on top of the mesh to provide alternative
cues besides pointing guidance.
8.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we developed a prototype MR remote collaboration system using mo-
bile devices, which could provide users with a more natural and convenient way to
collaborate with each other. Compared to our previous MR remote collaboration system
introduced in Chapter 4, this mobile system could be used without space limitations,
especially for the local worker. In this case, the local worker could ask a remote expert
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to provide MR based guidance in an outdoor working environment by holding just a
mobile phone. In other words, we tried to bring our remote collaboration system to a




Conclusions and Future Work
This Ph.D. research explored how to use Mixed Reality technology to enhance the
performance of remote collaboration in a room-scale workspace. In particular, I focused
on discussing the advantages and limitations of enabling remote collaborators to share
a 3D view of the same workspace simultaneously from different physical locations. A
3D reconstruction of the physical work environment is an ideal approach for showing
the basic physical layout in a shared VR world. It can provide the experts with a way
to have an independent viewpoint control from each other. Therefore, I chose to use
3D reconstruction in an MR remote collaboration system to deal with the issues of
room-scale remote collaboration.
To conduct my research, I developed an MR remote collaboration system that combined a
low-resolution static 3D reconstruction of the environment surrounding the local worker
with different approaches to show real-time local views. I evaluated my design in five
user studies with different interfaces and communication cues. First of all, I focused
on enhancing view independence and spatial awareness for the remote expert with an
oriented 3D view interface in a model assembling task (Chapter 3). Next, I extended
my MR remote collaboration system to enable it to capture the entire local scene as a
3D dense point cloud set in a room-scale workspace (Chapter 4). I used simple guiding
tasks to compare the performance of this system with the previous single-frame 3D
capture system (Chapter 5). I further combined the static 3D reconstruction with real-
time feedback to enhance the collaborative experience and designed several interfaces
to present this combination (Chapter 6). Finally, I evaluated the user behavior while
using my MR remote collaboration system design, and tried to explore how my interface
design could better support the collaborative tasks (Chapter 7). I also extended my
MR remote collaboration system from desktop PC to mobile devices, enabling remote
guidance to be provided anywhere and anytime (Chapter 8). In this case, my system
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could support remote collaborative tasks in a real working scenario.
In this final chapter, I summarize my research results into a list of contributions followed
by directions for future work. These findings can help provide some high-level guide-
lines for researchers who intend to work on room-scale remote collaboration systems
using AR and VR technologies.
9.1 Contributions
This Ph.D. research provides some of the first studies conducted to evaluate the task
performance and user experience of MR based room-scale remote collaboration systems
on assembling and searching tasks. Many previous studies have been conducted within
a small workspace, but there is a need for such studies that consider design issues while
working in a room-scale workspace. My study provides some possible insights into this
research area.
The primary hypothesis of my research is that MR based remote collaboration systems
can support better task performance and user experience for room-scale collaborative
tasks (Q1 and Q2). The results of my study confirm this hypothesis. My research had
the following key findings:
• The combination of single-frame point cloud capture and orientation information
can significantly increase the perception of co-presence (Chapter 3) because the
remote experts always need to rotate their heads to catch the local view, which
strengthened the perception of their partner’s presence.
• Capturing and sharing the entire room-scale workspace as one static VR scene
enables the remote expert to virtually walk through the local workspace and
observe the local objects in 3D from a range of perspectives, which significantly
reduces task completion time for target searching. Remote experts preferred
searching the target using the 3D replica of the local workspace. However, remote
experts did not feel confident in completing the task goals without real-time local
feedback (Chapter 5).
• Showing the real-time local view as a picture-in-picture window (FPV) to support
real-time feedback could significantly reduce the physical stress during the task
process and is most preferred by remote experts. In contrast, attaching the real-time
local view to the worker’s view frustum (TPV) significantly increases both physical
and mental stress but supports a better perception of co-presence. Furthermore,
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displaying the real-time local view as a dynamic point cloud (PCV) tends to be
most difficult to use compared to FPV and TPV (Chapter 6).
• Remote experts showed positive feedback for social presence and spatial presence
while using the switching view MR interface that combined a 3D static view, a
2D first-person view, and a 360° God-like view. The system usability score was
significantly higher than the average usability score of 68. Furthermore, remote
experts did not feel significant motion sickness while using this interface. The
view switching process was confirmed to be comfortable and smooth compared to
the neutral level rating (Chapter 7).
I also confirmed that the combination of different remote collaboration media (3D, 2D,
360°) complement each other for room-scale collaboration (Q3). When I combined
different remote collaboration mediums together, I found that:
• Remote experts chose to use the 3D static view to learn the local physical layout
and search for the targets (Chapter 7, part 2). The 3D static view supports a global
view for the experts to experience the local physical world’s spatial layout with
the freedom to navigate themselves to any location of the shared scene.
• Remote experts chose to use the 360° live view with independent view control
rather than the high-resolution 2D first-person view to control the task process
and check the worker’s actions (Chapter 7, part 2).
• If the collaborative task required detailed manipulation on the local objects, remote
experts showed their preference for using a 2D first-person high-resolution view
(Chapter 7, part 1).
Finally, based on user behavior analysis, I conclude with some high-level guidelines for
MR remote collaboration systems designers in a room-scale workspace (Q4):
• A global view, such as capturing and sharing the entire local workspace as an
integrated 3D scene, can increase the expert’ spatial awareness and support view
independence, which is better for the remote expert to learn the local physical
layout and search for the targets.
• A live view with view independence, such as the 360° live God-like view, can help
the remote experts to check the local situation and control the task process.
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• A high-resolution live view, such as the 2D live first-person view, shows an advan-
tage in supporting detailed manipulation.
• A combination of different remote collaboration mediums can complement each
other, but the ways we combine the mediums may affect the room-scale remote
collaboration in different aspects. For example, the FPV supports small local view
but reduces physical stress, while the TPV enhances co-presence but increases
physical and mental stress.
• A virtual representation of the remote partner in the shared VR environment can
effectively indicate to users where their partner is, which is helpful for them to
track the partner’s action and control the task process;
• World-stabilized 3D line drawing supports the experts in a variety of ways to show
guidance cues, such as indicating the targets, leading the moving path, and even
writing text instruction in space.
9.2 Future Research Directions
My MR based remote collaboration system, which combined 3D capture hardware,
co-presence techniques, and efficient guidance cues, conveyed a similar communication
experience remotely as in face-to-face collaboration in a room-scale workspace. However,
there are still many limitations that I can point out in the system design.
The static 3D capture of the local environment cannot support complicated task scenarios,
such as the tasks that require frequent local changes or several workers to collaborate
together. Frequent local changes would cause the captured static 3D scene and the real
local physical environment to become different from each other with the task process
going on. Furthermore, if there are several workers working in the same workspace,
it would further decrease the remote expert’s spatial awareness of the local space and
increase the difficulty of managing the task process. In this case, during my research
studies, I focused on analyzing the object searching and organizing tasks that make
minimal changes to the local environment and limited one worker working in the local
workspace.
Besides, the captured 3D point cloud can only show the general appearance of the local
objects due to the low depth resolution supported by current depth sensors. It is hard
for the remote expert to identify small objects and partly captured objects in the shared
VR scene. Therefore, the target objects defined in my studies were always big enough
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for the remote expert to search for, which limited my research to cover more common
task scenarios.
To deal with these issues, I can point out some key future research directions in remote
collaboration system design in a room-scale workspace.
Multi-sensors based Dynamic 3D Capture
The depth sensor can acquire 3D information of the local environment, and then re-
construct and share the local scene with the remote expert to improve their spatial
awareness. This allows them to understand the spatial layout of objects better, have
improved depth perception, handle occlusion in the scene, and navigate the scene as
freely as in face-to-face collaboration. However, this method has its own limitations. For
example, a static mesh cannot support real-time updates of any local environmental
changes, and most live point cloud scenes have a small field of view and interactive
volume.
FIGURE 9.1: A stitched point-cloud scene, with the locations of four depth
cameras indicated by green boxes
To address the above limitation, one approach is to enable live streaming of a dense 3D
point cloud model captured from the local worker’s environment. The live dense scene
can be constructed by stitching together multiple depth sensors’ point-cloud frames
synchronously in real-time, and any changes in the environment can be updated to
the remote expert in real-time in 3D. There have been very few studies [69][60] that
used multiple synchronized depth cameras to stitch and capture a large field of view
with live point cloud for remote collaboration. Figure 9.1 shows early results from a
system that could achieve this. In this system, the local workspace was captured by four
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depth sensors with their point-cloud outputs stitched together in real-time, and then
wirelessly streamed to the remote side. This 3D dataset was then rendered in a dense
scene in a VR environment for the remote expert, which could respond in real-time to
any scene changes. To calibrate and stitch all four sensors correctly in the space, we
could perform a one-time calibration using the Multiple-camera System Calibration
Toolbox for MATLAB [77]. In a future study, I would like to investigate this 3D capturing
and rendering approach to test how it could be used to enhance remote collaboration.
Increasing Mutual Awareness with Real-time Skeleton Tracking
One of the significant features of face-to-face collaboration is that users can directly
see each other, which significantly increases the communication efficiency and social
presence. To achieve this and go one step beyond environment capturing, I intend to
track the user’s whole body movement and use it to control a 3D avatar in the VR world.
In this case, users can see their partner’s whole body instead of the head avatar that I
introduced in my MR remote collaboration system setup.
FIGURE 9.2: Skeleton tracking: one user stands in the middle of three
Kinects (left); fused skeleton data (right)
Real-time full-body tracking in VR is important for providing realistic experiences, espe-
cially for applications such as remote training, education, and social VR. The Microsoft
Kinect v2 depth sensor can provide skeleton data for a user in real-time. However, due
to occlusion issues and front/back ambiguity errors, one Kinect is not always reliable
enough for the correct capture of 360° full-body movements. One client-server setup
with multiple Kinect v2 cameras can ideally solve this issue. As shown in Figure 9.2,
the user’s skeleton data could be tracked by three individual Kinects and fused to-
gether [122]. A ray from the neck joint was used to indicate the user’s facing direction in
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real-time. Based on the facing direction, we knew that the user raised his right arm.
In the future, I intend to integrate this full-body skeleton tracking system into my MR
based remote collaboration system to present a remote partner as a virtual avatar, and
compare it to a face-to-face collaborative process to see how well we can convey the
same experience.
Semantic Segmentation and 3D Scene Parsing
Semantic segmentation can be used to recognize objects with assigned labels in the 2D
images using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [80]. As shown in Figure 9.3, Yabe
et al.’s work showed how to segment objects from a dense point cloud set by combining
semantic segmentation and visual SLAM tracking [123]. In this case, the remote expert
can interact with the shared 3D scene by moving the virtual target objects in the VR
environment. In the future, I intend to investigate how this 3D scene parsing technique
can be used in a remote collaboration system to support a more natural and efficient
collaborative experience.
FIGURE 9.3: 3D parsing system: Original point cloud set (left); Parsing
result (right) [123]
In the future, I would like to combine the dynamic 3D scene capture, real-time skeleton
tacking, and object segmentation techniques to enhance the task performance and user
experience for remote collaboration in a room-scale workspace. Overall, I intend to
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This section presents the questionnaire used in the user study presented in Chapter 7
part two, in which our proposed MR remote collaboration system combined three types
of views (a static view, a live 2D first-person view and a live 360° God-like view) for
users to chose based on their own choices.
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What is your gender?
How old are you?
Have you used any augmented reality or virtual reality applications before?








Few times a week
Few times a month
Few times a year
Not at all (Please skip next question)
Once
Daily
Few times a week
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Powered by Qualtrics A
Which app do you use for live video streaming?
What is your main purpose for using live video streaming?
Few times a month







Social connection with friends
Connection with family members
Commercial or business meeting
Other
→
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Simulator sickness questionnaire (SSQ):
None Severe
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Single Ease Question (SEQ) 
Custom user experience rating questions
 
Very
difficult   medium   
very
easy
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(9) It was easy
to understand
my partner
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MEC spatial presence questionnaire (SpPQ) : Spatial presence self-location (SPSL) 






disagree  fully agree
(1) I felt like I was
actually there in the
environment of the
presentation
(2) It was as though









(4) It seemed as
though I actually








disagree  fully agree




the local side very
well.
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disagree  fully agree
(2) I had a precise




(3) I was able to
make a good
estimate of the size
of the presented
space.
(4) Even now, I still
have a concrete
mental image of the
spatial environment.
→
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(1) I think that I
would like to use
this system
frequently




(3) I thought the
system was easy to
use




be able to use this
system








(7) I would imagine
that most people
would learn to use
this system very
quickly
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(8) I found the
system very
cumbersome to use
(9) I felt very
confident using the
system
(10) I needed to
learn a lot of things
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 Please rank (1:best, 2:medium, 3:worst) the three view modes based on the following categories:
(1) Communicating with partner
(2) Understanding the partner’s focus
(3) Guiding
(4) Item searching
3D static global view
2D live first-person view
2D live 360 God-view
3D static global view
2D live first-person view
2D live 360 God-view
3D static global view
2D live first-person view
2D live 360 God-view
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View switching
What’s the advantages of this remote collaboration system?
3D static global view
2D live first-person view









(1) I think the view
switching between
different view
modes is easy to
use




(3) I think using this
view switching is
comfortable
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 What’s the limitations of this remote collaboration system?
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